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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT AND DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
As schools and oomnunities have grown in size and complexity, schools 
have found it more and more difficult to maintain effective public relations 
programs. At one time it seelll8d to be assUl118d that if schools carried on a 
proper public relations program1 that is, a program according to the "rules," 
that troubles would cease or just never arise. It was not long, however, 
before the concept of school public relations had to be revised; revision 
became necessary because "public relations" had bac01111t somewhat synonymous 
with "propaganda nl and because of 'the realization that public relations was 
more than a one-way flow of infori!Jltion. Benjamin Fine attempted to broaden 
the base of educational public relations by pointing out that public rela-
tiona is not a narrow set of rules, but that it is a broad concept taking 
into account " ••••• all the forces, drives, emotions, and conflicting and 
contradicting factors that are part of our social life and civ111zation."2 
A :t'urther extension of the school public relations concept was 
introduced with the recognition of the faot that there is not only one 
public, but several publios.3 Tile introduction of these two ideas brought 
to the foreground the need for knowing the publics with which schools wish 
to communicate and the need to know more about the deterrents to oommunioa-
tion. As the barriers to COIIIIIIWlioation were being studied, it soon baoame 
!American Association of School Administrators, Public Relations For 
America's Schools, Twenty-Eighth Yearbook, (Washington, b.c.: American -
Association of School Administrators, 1950), p.ll. 
1943), 
p.l7. 
2Benjamin Fine, Educational Publicity (New York: Harper andBrothers, 
pp.255-256. 
Swilliam Albig, Public Opinion (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1939), 
a 
evident that one of the barriers was related to words. Over the years a 
fn educators have decried the use of specialized educational terms in 
communications with parents and other laymen. Despite such warnings, 
specialized educational vocabulary has continued to be used. One estimate 
places the number of words or terms peculiar to education at 14,000.4 The 
allegation has otten been made that these specialized words and terms are 
a source ot contusion to laymen and to edu.oators as well. The degree of 
confusion as occasioned by the use of educational te!'llls is the focus of 
this investigation. 
I • THE PROBLEM 
Purpose ~ ~ stu&• It was the aim ot this study to investigate 
(1) the extent to whioh educators attach the s&lllll meanings to educational 
termsJ (2) the extent to whioh laymen attach the s&lllll meanings to educational 
terms, (3) the extent to which eduoators and laymen atta<h the same manings 
to educational termsJ and (4) the relationship of understanding ot terms to 
certain demographic 'ftriables suoh as age, length ot residence, ineome, and 
the like J and the relationship of understanding of educational terms to 
attitude toward school on the part ct laymen. 
The major hypothesis was that there exists a lack ot agreement as 
to the meanings of educational terms among educators and among laymen and 
between educators and laymen. Froa this general thesis, the following 
specific questions were drawn for investigation• 
1. To what extent do teachers agree on the meanings of educational 
terms? 
~o w. Jenkins, "Our Schools' Iron Curtain, n American School Board 
Journal, ll9t20, November, 1949. 
3 
2. To what extmt do teachers and laymsn agree on -the meanings of 
educational terms? 
3. On what particular terms· do teachers agree? L&;yutn a greet 
Teaclwrs and laymsn agree? 
4. llbat is the relationship of understanding of terms on the part 
of' laymen to the following factorsa occupation, mmbership in 
civic and/or educational organizations, length of residence in 
the oommunitu, age, family incom, educational level of their 
children, educational level of the laymen, school progress of' 
the children of the laymen, and expressed attitude to-rd school! 
5. What is the relationship of Ulll.erstanding of terms on tlw part 
of' teachers to tho following factorss sex, age, years of teach-
ing, teaching level, type of' Ulldergraduate education, years of 
college ecboation, degree, recanoy of SUIIIII8r school attendance, 
reoenoy of extension work, participation in curriculum work, and 
membership in professional organizations? 
Of interest and rele'ftlloe to the general thesis were oth<tr questions 
which were subsidiary in the study but were nevertheless worthy of investi-
g,ation. These cpestions werea 
1. To what extent do student teachers agree on tlw meanings of 
ecboational terms am:ong themselves'? With teachers? And with 
laymen? 
z. On mat particular terme do student teachers agree among them-
selves? With teachers? And with laymen? 
II. THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
InstrU111811ts developed. Two data-g,athering instrlllllllnts, one for 
teachers and OJIII tor laymen were developed. An inwntory of fif'ty eduoa-
tional terms was constructed for use with teachers, with laymen, and with 
student teachers. 
Terms selected. Terms for use in the inventory were selected from 
126 publioaticms of school systems, 5 and from twenty-three eduoatio:oal 
articles appearing in popular periodicals. 6 
Juries employed. A general jury of twenty persons and four special 
juries of ten each were employed to determine which answers would be scored 
"correct." 
School system publioationa reviewed. Publications from twenty-six 
communities7 concerning school activities for 1953-1964 were received and 
reviewed for incidence of educational terms. 
Respondents involved. The respondents were from one New England 
OCIIIDunity. Included were 290 laymen, 124 teachers, and 230 student teachers. 
The total number of schools with which the lqman and teachers had a close 
connection was ten. The student teaolwrs were juniors and seniors at oDB 
state teachers college located in tlw OOIIIDUDity. 
Statistical p~oedures utilized. The estimate of the coefficient 
of reliability for the inventory was computed (1) by obtaining the oo-
efficient of correlation betwem scores on the odd items and the scores 
on the even items, and (2) using the Spearmt.n-Brom tol'JIIllla for estimating 
the reliability of the whole test. Separate coefficients of reliability 
were computed for (1) laymen, (2) teaolwrs, (3) student teachers, and 
5 Appendix !.•• PP• 118-123. 
6~., PP• 124-125. 
7~., P• 114. 
5 
(4) all groups combined. Appropriate relationships were tested for 
statistical significe.nce by using two types of treatment. In the case of 
teeting differenoss of performance on eingle items the t-test was applied. 
For testing dif'f'erences of perf'o1'111&%1oe on the total inventory, analysis of 
variance was utilized. 
III • DEFINITION OF TERlS 
Educational ~· Educational terms was used to designate the 
words or expressions which are (1) peculiar to education, or (2) used in 
a particular sense when applied 1xl education, or (3) commonly used in edu-
cation though they '11J&Y be applicable to f'ields other than education. The 
names of subjects such as Inglish, history, and geometry were excluded. 
CoiiiiiiOD :!!.!!.• ColiiiiiOn use of' educational terms was determined by 
frequency or incidence in (1) publicaticms f'« 1he 1953•1954 school year 
prepared by school personnel f'or 1he public, and/or (2) articles about 
education appearing in popular magazines during the period of a year be-
ginning July 1, 1953 and ending J'Uilll 301 1954e 
Popular magazines. Popular magazines was used to ref'er to magazines 
of' a non-specialized nature hartng the highest United States circulation in 
1953.8 
School publio&tions. Included in school publications were reports, 
bulletins, fliers, and newsletters prepared by school personnel for thll 
use of' parents and other clay men covering aotivi ties of tbi!l 1953-1954 
school year. The publication dates were mostly 1953-1954, but a f'ew bear-
ing 1954-1955 dates were included because of' their 1953-1954 oonrage. 
8 
Harry Hansen (ed,), Tbi!l World Almanac (New York: NElli York World-
Tale~, 1954), p.482. 
6 
School system publications prepared for the exolusiTe use of staff 
111111abers were not included. 
Inventory• The instrument developed for measuring knowledge of 
terms or agree•nt on the 111111anings of terms was called an inventory rather 
than a test since it included terms on the basis of inoidenoe, rather than 
on tbe basis of difficulty of item or sampling of items. 
IV • JlSTIFICATION 
While the immediate purpose of this investigation was to disoover 
the degree of understanding of educational terms which exists particularly 
between educators and laymen, the ultillate purpose was to discover whether 
educational terminology is a deterrent to oommunioation about education. 
It has generally been asstaed that the mre information laymen 
have about their sChools, the more favorably disposed they would be toward 
schools. While this asslllllption has not gone unchallenged, schools have 
continued to prepare reports for parents and other laYIIIIIIn in an effort to 
keep thea informed. The various reports lll&kB extensive use of educational 
terms. If mnoh of the vocabulary used is not known by the reader or has 
a different 111111aning for the reader, then OOIIIIlUilioation has not taken place. 
Whether OOIIIIIUilioation does take place would be dependent to a great degree 
on whether there is agreeaent on tbe aeaning of the words used. 
Wide use of terms has been made not only in reports prepared for 
the public but also in professional writing for professional readers. 
There is some evidence to indicate that educators han recognized that 
there is a OODlUilioation problem which •Y be directly related to educa-
tional terminology. 
7 
However. there is very little objective evidence which indicates 
the seriousness ot the probllllllo While it is generally acknowledged that 
each profession and occupation has its own vocabulary, there is an evident 
need for education to be able to disouss and co;mnrse with all people. This 
study should offer some ~idanoe toward better understanding by indicating 
a specific cmmm•n1oation barrier. 
V. DELIMINATION OF THE PROBLEM 
This study is lilli.ted to the investigation of the degree of agree-
lllllnt on selected eduoaticmal terms and of the relationship of understanding 
of these terms to certain stated factors. It is not a study in semantics. 
'l'he sample is confined to respoDlents from one community. While 
the teachers and student teachers do comprise all the elementary and 
secondary teachers of the OOliiiBW1ity, no claim is :aade tbl>.t Uley are repre-
sentative of teachers am student teachers at large. The laymen group was 
limited to persons having BBmbership in a teacher-parent organizationJ 
therefore, by assumption, the la~n sample is a biased one. The under-
lying supposition 1s that school affiliated groups probably knQ11 more about 
schools and, secondly, that they are more favorable to-rd schools. The 
present sample, therefore, is probably not representative of laymen in 
general. 
CHAPDR II 
REVIEW OF L!TBRATtlRB 
The review ot literature has been diTided into three phases which 
are (l) reoogpition ot the problem ot communication, (2) ettorts to measure 
the problem in the tield ot education, and (3) stlllliiiLry. 
I. RECOGNITION OF THE PROBU:II OF COJOOJHICATIOJI 
COIIIIIIUiliO&tion, bound as it is by the restrictions ot language, 1111st 
inevitably be dittioult. The -in problem in oammunioating maaning is to 
get two indiTiduals to agree on the 1111aning of certain symbols. Perhaps, 
however, that the best that can be hoped tor is the situation described 
by Ogden and R1Cibardsa "A language transaction or a communication 1111.y be 
detined as a use of symbols in such a way that acts of reterenoe occur in 
a hearer which are silllilar in all relevant respects to those vfuioh are 
l 
symbolized by them in the speaker." 
The maaning(s) or symbols, ho'Wever, are rather elusive. Words are 
the coliiiiOnly used symbols in collliiWlioation and words, since they only 
represent or are tlw symbols for things and not the things themselves, 
present proble1118. "The words of our language, or of any other language, 
in themselves rray be said to be without significance ••• The words, per se, 
mre letter combiat1ons, are not significant. What does assume paramount 
significance in a consideration ot oolllllllilioation is the llll&ning or meanings 
which people themselves, throui!Jl education and long association with the 
words, have attached to these letter oombinations.•2 
lc. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning, 6th ed. 
(New Yorlr::a Harcourt, Brace &: Co., 1938),~5. -
2Joseph G. Brin, Applied Serrantios (Boston: Bruoe Humphries, Ino., 
1951), p.l7f. 
9 
Words suggest diverse things to ditferent people. The maning of a 
word for a particular indhidual stallS mt only from pre't'ious association 
with the word itself but from the particular expericmce which the indirldual 
has had with the thing \llhioh the word symbolizes. Thus the word "hearing" 
will ha.,.. a different meaning to a teacher for whom a hearing was held to 
reviiiW reasons for proposed dismissal and one tor whom no such hearing was 
held. If the teacher was subsequently dismissed, thtrl the words, "dismiss," 
"contract," and "tenure" would mean solll8thing different to the dismissed 
teacher than to one whose contract was renewed and who enjoys the privileges 
of tenure. 
WOrds differ then because of the unique experiences of the indi't'idual, 
They differ also because of the experiences and whims of pre't'ious users--
hence 1111ltiplioity of 11111anings--as, for example, setfire, all set to go, 
set of tennis, and set a trap. The 1111ltiplioity of manings is what Brin 
3 
calls the "personality" of a word• "A word (at most) is a represomtation 
of an idea, and, turtherlll)re, it represmts the user's conception of the 
idea, which in turn is influenced by his training and environmnt. The 
word is then written or spoken, and it has an effect on the listener or 
reader, whose training and envirOilllllnt naturally enter into the process of 
OOliiiiWlioationJ he 71&Y have a totall7 different oonoepticm of the words be-
cause of the fact that words, as a result of the nature of language and the 
varying situations in which the aalliB words are elllployed, have ~ltiple mean-
ing or 'personality'," 
3!!!.!!·· p.la. 
10 
Word m~~anings vary not only because of previous usage and unique 
e:xperienoes of the individual, but also beoause of the environJIIIInt in which 
a person lives. Thus, the word "desegregation" has a different meaning in 
the east than it does in the south, and "up country" means so• thing differ-
ent to a Maine coast resident thM. it does to an inlander. 
Changes in soo:lety and oulture further oomplioate ths problem of 
Jllllaning. C:t..nges in soo:lety occasion shifts end changes in meanings so 
that the referent or the thing to which a word refers becom11s lost1 as, 
for e:xample, the expression "a square meal" so named because in the late 
eighteenth oen'lm'y in New England food was prepared in square tins. 4 
And again as culture oha!lges, new situations develop which require 
new words or the use of old words with new 1111anings or new shades of 118an-
ings, as in our country with the words "d111110craoy" and "den»oratic," An 
additional problem stems from tilll fact that certain words have beco• "ver-
bal emotive stimulants, arousing passion without reason,,, nS 
A review of the limitations of language :f'oroes the acceptance of 
one of the premises upon which linguistic thought is based which is that 
no word las emotly the same lll!laning twice. 6 The :fact that there is some 
oonunn1oation is a -11 miracle. If the words of the language do not 
name things, actions, or events with precision and are, therefore, a 
souroe of imprecision, how then does communication take place? According 
'wario Pei, The Story 2,! Language (New York• J. B. Uppincott 
Company, 1949), p.2Ir. 
Scolin Cherry, ~Human COlllllllDioation (New York• The Technology 
Press of Jlassachusetts Institute of Technology and John Wiley &: Sons Inc., 
1957), P• 67, 
Brace 
6s, I, Hayakawa, l.&DfiiB ge _!!! TlDl!l}l t ~ Action) 
and Company, 1949), p,eo, 
New Yorks Harcourt, 
to Cherry, "The degree of precision in OOIIIIIIWlication depends to a great 
extent upon the choice of words by the 11riter or speaker, upon his skill 
in selecting words, and upon the artistic sense in using them to set his 
audience into the right :frame of mind. • 7 
Over the ,ears, some solutions to the problem of ngueness of 
11 
language haTe been suggested. The zst recurring suggestion is that words 
should be used in the way(s) that the dictionary "uses" them. The illusion 
that the dictionary words han :fixed and absolute definitions is a oollllDOn 
one. It is not the :function of the dictionary to establish meanings. :Lee 
explains the :fUnction of the dictionary as :follows: "Analysis of the •Y 
one (dictionary) is constructed renals that the compilers can give us 
guidance with respect to word •meanings' by listing the way or ways they 
haTe been used by other people. The method is mainly one of counting and 
classifYing uses. To :find a definition in a dictionary is to find the 
sense in which someone :found a word useful to represent what he wanted it 
to ..... The dictionary statements are rather the organized presentation and 
codification of what have been the actual langua~ habits of ll1Eil. The 
foroe of custom is the only law rena led in a dictionary. na 
A second suggestion which has often been made for reducing the ngue-
ness of lang~age or :for :forcing 110re exactness is that meanings should be 
standardized by giving each thing, ennt, or idea its own name--one meaning, 
?cherry, ~· cit., p.69. 
8Irv.ing J, :Lee, Ilmgua~ Habits in Human Affairs (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1941), p.4it. 
12 
one word. 9 Such a situation would probably not be satisfactory from the 
learning viewpoint and probably would be impossible 'In achisve. The number 
of words needed to reach the single standardized l!IBaning ideal would be 
tremendous. English vocabulary is estimated to be about a half million 
words.10 The scope of the problem can be estimated by considering that the 
600 mst fre~pently used English words have over 14,000 meanings. 11 At 
this rate (which obviously would not be consistent), twenty-eight new 
words would be needed fer eaoh existing word. 
The realization that language is vague and incomplete has led to 
the fbrll!ltion of professional languages. Professional languages have been 
attempts to add preciseness to cammunication.12 A professional language 
has been defined as "the special language which the experts in a particular 
fisld habitually use in talkinc to one another."13 Every trade, profession, 
and b.tsiness has its own special vocabulary which -y run into thousands 
of words, expressions, and special meanings. 14 
And yet even thE' :Jrof'essional languages have not succeeded in their 
avowed purpose of producing more exactness. Cairns in "language of Juris-
prudence" has said '!hat, "for all the accuracy of its vocabulary there 
seems to be a failure of oolllllunication within the realm of legal discourse •1116 
9~ •• p.32. 
lOpei, QR.• ~.,p.lllo 
llJaok Culbertson, "Recognizing Roadblocks in Comnunioe.tion C_he.nnels," 
Administrator's Notebook, 7t2, llarch, 1969. 
l~uth Nanda Anshan, Editor, 
~ Fun;;,;;;;,;o;..::t;:;io;,;n;;. (New York 1 Harper and 
13:£bid •• p.240. 
14p.i, 2f.· ~·' p.l70. 
l5Anshen, ~· ~·• po269. 
• An EnquiS Into Its Meaning 
!967), P• 4r.- -
13 
He further states that 1111oh of the business of judges, lawyers, and other 
legal officials is devoted to "ascertaining the manings of sentences hav-
ing to do with legal matters."16 The reasons whioh he gives for the failure 
in ooliiJIUilication are the "necessary disparity between 'lll)rds and that for 
whioh they stand" and "plurality of referenoes."17 
The language of business, called "businesses•" by Whyte, has been 
aooused of being the cause of many communication troublea,l8 Surveys have 
shown that llllOh of the language has been inoomprehensible 1:n the people it 
is trying to reach, and expensive in money, time, and misunderstandingol9 
Whyte attributes the ooanunioation problems of busin~tes, howner, 
not only to language problems per se, but to a failure to determine what 
is to be ooiDIIIUnioated. 20 
The language of education also has been suffering from the sane ills 
that sea to have beset other professional languages. There is, however, 
e. new dimension 1:n the problem-la;ymen teel that the language of education 
should be understandable to them. FUrthermore, education has used the 
professional language in communicating with laymen. Criticisms of the 
language of education have 0011111 from both la~en and members of th~t pro-
fession. Leo Jenkins, who estilllated the "uniqus" vocabulary of education 
at fourteen thou88Jld words, sees the development of till educational 
lS~,, po249, 
17~ •• p.259. 
1Bw111j,am H, Whyte, Jr., !!_J.!!lbody Listening? (Nn York• Simon 
and Schuster, Inc., 1962), p.48, 
19!E.!!• 1 po46, 
20Ibid,, p,83. 
-
14 
vocabulary as a two-told tragedy.21 "First~ he says, "It helps to create 
an iron ourtain around the schools so that the great partners in education 
ot all our youth, the parents, find it increasingly difficult to work with 
their important co-workers, the teachers. Second, the teachers themselves 
are unduly burdened by this vocabulary. It !Skes for constant needless 
study as well as professional literature that is or dubious value instead 
or being helptul." 
The educator of the New York Herald Tribune, Fred Mo Hechinger 1 
has been quoted as saying 1:hatr "ll:uch that is being said by educators 
today is incomprehensible and needlessly obscure."22 In a similar vein, 
Morrison saidt "Words which are or critical importance are not only used 
in no exact aaning, but their meaning varies in accordance with the whim 
or the user.n23 Coakley stated the problem as tollowsr 24 
"Education, like other professions, has a language all its own. 
S01111times it completely exoluclas laymen frOlll its discussions. 
Parents want to be able to talk intelligently about the things 
that concern their own ohildrm. Yet 1 en apparent educational 
tradition has often wrought among teachers, pupils, school admin-
istrators, am the laity, quite ditreNnt 1 it not completely 
opposite, points or view." 
Specialists have also complained Ulat the terminology in their 
field or specialization was becoming a problem. Bookwalter deplores 
pedaguese and worde used in a vague sense.25 He defines such words as 
21Jenkins, !!E.• !!!·• p.20. 
22"Dawn, Old Chiohe," Newsweek, 41:58 (June 15, 1953). 
23gmry C. Morrison, Basic Prinoi~les of Education (Houghton-
Mifflin Company, Rberside Press, Cambrl ge, !934), p.28. 
2
'Pbilip. O. Coakley, "A Study of the Expressed Attitudes of Elementary 
School Educators, Elelllmtary School Childrm, and Parents or Elementary 
School Children Conceming the Curriculum, Teaching Methods, the School 
Plant, and Ule School Persounel" (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Boston University, 1956). 
25K. W. Bookwalter, "Tyranny of Words," Journal of Health am 
Physical Education, 18:114-15, December, 1947. 
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aims, objectives, outcomes, ourrioul'WII., standards, and norms a.nd others, 
a.nd finally makes the suggestion that a dictionary similar to Carter Good's 
wuld be useful in the field of health, physical education, a.nd recreation. 
Karpas indicated the problem in the social studies area as followsa 26 
"The term social studies has ginn rise tD many misUIIdersta.ndings. 
The field is oonceme4 with human relationships. The term has some-
times been misused bJ those within and beyoZid the teaching profession. 
Outeide the profession the term has been used synonp10usly for social 
problllms. For a time a patriotic group -ged a vindictive campaign 
agaliist the social studies beoauae of a mistaken idea tlat its 
existence spelled the elimination o1' history trcm the school program. 
All such conceptions of the terms are incorrect." 
In 1963, Kidd had suggested the illmediate abando:ament of the term, 
"Sloial studies. • 27 
Other authors have felt that the problem goes deeper then the con-
fusion stap. They have blamed soDII of the problems of education directly 
on the use of educational tenninology. Barnes has said that, "Our failure 
to use plain talk is ODII of the reasons why public education is hag-ridden 
w1 th attacks •• .human nature distrusts whatever it mis1Dldersta.nds ••• They 
(laymen) hear us talking about reading readiness, the core curriculum, 
the whole child, the language arts ••• they founder on this lingo.1128 
2~elvin Ronald.Karpas, "A Compilation and Validation of Basic 
Sociological Concepts aZid the Construction and Validation of a Test of 
Basic Sociological Concepts for Secondary School Teachers of the Social 
Studies," (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University,l958),p.ll. 
27John w. Kidd, "Social Science orSooial Studies," Social Education, 
17a207-208, May, 1963. 
2~elvin w. Barnes, "Learn to Use Plain Talk," School Executive, 
73a50-5l, December, 1953. 
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The Ten Criticisms !!.!, Public Education gave some weight to this 
argument. 29 The study reported that some proponents of the charge "That 
John Dewey and progressive education have taken over the public schools 
and that this philosophy of education is the chief cause of the crisis in 
education. believe that progressive education means, 'lsck of direction,' 
•children's interests.• 'do as you please,' or 'without discipline.•" 
While it appears to have been assumed that the language of education 
is esoteric and at best difficult. very little has been done to attel!pt 
to solve the problem. Attel!pts by tlfo groups are notable exceptions. In 
1948 and 1949. workers in educational 11111asurement and evaluation held three 
meetings, during which an attempt -s ade to provide a classification 
30 
scheme--a taxonomy--for the use of college and university eX811liners. 
The aim-s to decide upon a oo11110n terminology for describing testing 
procedures used. In 1954, a preliminary issue of the taxonomy was pub-
lished.:n 
The Assco:lation for Student Teaching in 1955. also lll&de an attempt 
to standardize the vooabulsry used in their work.32 A OODIIlittee on 
Professional Laboratory Experiences Terminology -s na.med. "The task 
assigned this cclllllittee is to study the professional vocabulary used in 
dealing with professional laboratory experiences and to make recommend&-
29riational Education Association of the United States. Research 
Division, Ten Criticisms of Public Education, Vol. 35 (Washingtonr N .E.A., 
December • l957) • p .133. -
3:>Benjamin s. Bloc111., "Proposal for a Taxonomy of Educational Ob-
jectives," School Review, 58r63-8, February, 1950. 
31Benjamin s. Bloo•• Editor. 
(New York: I.ongans • Green and Co., 
Taxonomy of Ecmcaticnal Objectives. 
1964). -
32Associ&tion for Student Teach~ News. the Association for Student 
Teaching. State Te&Ohm College, LOck ten, Pennsyl't8lli&, No. 30,November, 
1955. 
tiona to the Executive Committee tor a standard terminology to be used 
hereafter in A.s.T. publications."33 
II. EFFORTS TO XEASt!UC THE PROBI.Elr! 
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While it has been assllllllld that a problem of oomnunication between 
laymen and professional educators does exist, efforts to masure the 
extent of the problem seem to be non-existent. There are a number of 
studies 'llhich attempt to discover the oonoepts held by professional groups 
in given areas1 as, for example, Karpas in llOCial studies, 34 but none of 
the studies reviewed include laymen. Research on terms of a more general 
36 
nature was done by Snowden. Snowden's study, however, was limited to 
interpretation of terms of a statistical and psychological nature on the 
part of hi9l school teachers. Snowden's purpose was to determine the 
extent of oollllmU1ication between teacher and journal writer. In addition 
to the general determination of oomprehension of terms, Snowden measured 
the differences of comprehension on the bases of sex, age, teaching field, 
teaching experience, academic training, type of institution attended, and 
recency of summer school attendance. 
Snowdm 's D&in conclusions were s36 
33~ •• p.6. 
34J:arpas, ~ 2,!!• 
36James Green Snowden, "An Analysis of Teachers' Interpretations 
of Statistical and Psychological Terms Found in Certain Professional 
Periodicals" (Doctoral Dissertation, School of Education, Indiana 
University, 1953) University 1ficrofilms, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
Publication 6124. 
36ybid., p.l05f. 
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1. "(3) On the basis of statistics soores, men teaohers apparently 
have a lll)re lllll&ningful comprehension of these terms as they 
are used in the journals than do women teachers. 
2. "(4) ••• amount of college training is closely related to word 
comprehomsion. That portion of the sample reporting over 
four years of ooll.ege training oomprehends statistical terll5 
signifioantly better than do those who reported four years 
and less of college training. 
3. "(6) ••• the holder of the Master's Degree is superior in terms 
of word oo~~prehension to those who hold a Baohelor 1s Degree 
or less. There was a signifioant superiority in statistics 
of the persons holding )llf.ster's Degrees or better. 
4. "(8) There were no signifioant differenoes between aD¥ of the 
groups on psyohology scores.• 
Snowden drn no conclusion ooncerning comprehension of terms by the 
teaohers as a groupr however, he did recoDIIIIInd that teacher-training insti-
tutions "devise more adequate maans of determining whether their graduates 
have developed meaningful oonoepts of words and phrases so important to 
their future growth and development as teachers. n37 
It appears from the many articles on the subject of eduoational 
terminology that educators assuma that laymen have very little understand-
ing of eduoational terms but no studies seem to exist which might reveal 
the depth of the problem or even if a problem does in fact exist. 
III. SUYI&RY 
It appears that IIlLey of the problema of OODI!lunioation stem directly 
from the limitations of language. These limitations such as plurality of 
meanings, differences in individual conceptions of symbols, differences 
.. 
in environment and education, and the feet tlllt words are not "real 
things all serve to point 1D context as the cleterminer of meanings. 
37~ •• p.l09. 
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Attempts to overoome &01118 of the language lilll1tations by the fol'D1lla-
tion of professional languages seem to have had only limited success, at 
least when judged by the criticisms which have been directed at them. The 
language of eduoation has not been an exception. It has been severely 
criticized by laymen and educators as well. The extent or seriousness 
of the lack of communication steDIIIing from the specialized vocabulary of 
education, however, is not definitely known. One study has been -.de 
(Snowden) to detenaine the degree of communication between hi~ school 
teachers and journal writers. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH PROCEDURFS AND TECHNI~UES 
For the purpose of reporting the procedures and techniques employed 
in this investigation, the study has been divided into three sections which 
are (l) the inventory, including selection of terms, selection of correct 
answers for the items, and the estimate of the reliability of the inventory; 
(2) the background information ~estioD!IILires, including administration 
and recording of the datal and (3) the administration of the inventory and 
the recording and treatment of the data. 
I • THE INVElf'l'ORY 
Selection of ter1111. The terms for use in the inventory were drawn 
from two sources which were (l) school system publications reporting 
acti'rlties of the 1963-1964 school year, and (2) popular nagazines for the 
year beginning July 1, 1963 and ending June 30, 1954. A list of the naga-
zines reviewed and a bibliography of the educational articles fromwhioh 
terms were drawn appears in Appendix A. 
The school system publications reviewed were those from communities 
judged to be doing a good reporting job by the National School Public 
Relations A.ssooiation. In answer to a request for a list of school systems 
meeting the qualifications of good reporting, NPSRA submitted the na1111s of 
thirty-four communities. Iatters to the superintendents of the thirty-four 
communities brougbt replies and 1953-1964 materials from twenty-seven 
colllllunities. A total of 126 publications of a miscellaneous nature were 
received and reviewed for incidence of educational terms. These are listed 
in Appendix A • 
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Term incidence count. The terms found in the educational articles 
appearing in popular nagazines were recorded on two by six cards. The terms 
found in school publications were also recorded on two by six oards. A 
third card was used as a su=ary card. The SUIIIIIIary card included the 
following informations the term, the frequency of occurrence, and the 
source of ooourrenoe. Samples of thase three oards nay be found in 
Appendix A. A complete list of the terms found and their frequency of 
occurrence is given in Table I. 
Fifty terms ~,!!:~inventory. Finally a count was l!llde of the 
fifty tems occurring most frequently in either at' both school system 
publications and populs.r magazines. and thase were included in the Eduea-
tional Terms Inventory. The fifty terms are 1 
1. Achiev-nt test 26. Liberal arts 
2. Aptitude 27. Manuscript writing 
3. Audio-visual 28. Mean 
4. Basal and basic books 29. !53 dian 
6. Basic skills 30. Norm 
6. Comprehensive school :n. Objective test 
7. Counselor 32. Orientation 
a. Core curriculum 33. Percentile 
9. Curriculum 34. Personalit,y test 
10. Cursive writing 35. Phonics 
11. Discipline 36. Progressive education 
12. Diversified occupations 37. Project method 
13. Enr ioluJIDn t 38. Psychological test 
14. Evaluation 39. Readiness 
16. Extra-curricular activities 40. Remedial 
16. Fundamental subjects 41. Sight vocabulary 
17. General education 42. Social sciences 
18. Guidance 43. Social studies 
19. In-service education 44. Standardized test 
20. Industria 1 arts 45. Student council 
21. Integration 46. Supplementary books 
22. Intelligence test 47. Three R 's 
23. I. Q• 48. Unit 
24. Intranural 49. Vocational education 
25. !Jmguage arts 50. '/iorkshop 
TABlE I 
ALL TIRIIS DR.A.W FROII SCB)()L SYSDII AllD POPULAR 
PIJBLICA!IOifS lOR 1951•196' 
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Total 
Pvlll1oat1oas Periodioals Freq!UID!J' 
Achi-..B8Rt teat 
Alloodotal reoeru 
Aptitu4o (and iaterosta) testa 
Art, •-reial 
Artinlat1oa 
Au1o·T1aual aids (2T) and T1aual 
aida (15) 
Au41toey poroopt1on (2) and Tinal 
and audiWl'J d1ooria1Dat1• (1) 
Basa1/baa1o rudera, teats 
Baalo skills 
Baalo aubjeota, 1oamiag, atuioa 
Bloek, -•1 
Ch1ld·OGiltered elaaareoa 
Cirloa 
Co•ourrioular aot1Titioa 
Co..unieation arts 
Co.prohallaho prograa, aohoo1 
Content aubjeota 
Correlate 
Counselor, ocnmseliag 
Course ot atu'7 
Currieular probl ... 
Curriou1ua, guide, 4-..lopaet, 
ooater, eto • 
Currioul1111-oo:re 
Curaho writing 
Cuno, r;rading oa 
Diapoatio teat 
Dit.torentiatioa 
Diao1pline, selt-4iaoipl1no (2) 
Diaoip11JIII, -ta1 
DiTOraitiod oooupat1o .. 
Do•atio ao!Gilooa 
Bd11oat1on, baaio 
14uoatioD, oiTio 
lduoation, o1thoaahip 
6T 
T 
25 
1 
• 
a 
u 
12 
1 
1 
• 2 
z 
12 
z 
7 
118 
4 
6 
192 
116 
12 
2 
8 
1 
11 
1 
1 
II 
6 
6 
1 
1 
1 
a 
a2 
a 
1 
2 
111 
1 
1 
6 
67 
7 
28 
1 
8 
a 
1' 
18 
• 2 
2 
6 
2 
2 
12 
2 
8 
121 
4 
6 
222 
69 
lS 
z 
8 
I 
28 
1 
18 
1 
6 
1 
1 
23 
TABlE I (oontimled) 
Total 
TO nil l'llbli.a tiOIIs Frequn.Of 
Ecl.uoatien, cl.istriwth• 2 2 
Bcl.uoat:len, ceneral 11 T S8 
Bnri.m.at 26 a 29 
Bnluat:lon ,. ,. 
Bxoeptional ohil4 
' ' 
Bxperin." oharts 1 1 
Bxtra-eurrioular aot1Titios, 
prop-a., projoots lT 12 29 
Fino arts 2 2 
Frills 1 a 
' Foral cl.rill 1 1 
J'lmotional UIIO (2), huilcl.img (1) a a 
J'lwl•-tal skills 
' ' J'l•"••••l sulljoots 18 15 31 
G!licl&Jloo aotiTitios, soniooa, oto. 6a 6a 
G!lidaaoo, oduoati-1 a a 
Guidance, TOO&tioul 12 12 
Illp~t 1 1 
Ilulustrial arts 
" " In•aorrioo ocl.lloation, oouraoa, 
trammr.: 10 10 
Instnotion, m41Ticl.ual 1 1 
Integration 
' 
8 12 
ratellisonoo teat .a 
" 
92 
Intellisonoo quotiat ancl. I .Q. 4.7 7 64 
Intramral sports, team, oto. 19 19 
Kineatbetio teokniquos 1 1 
IAnguap arts 4.2 2 
" Liberal arts studios, nbjeots, oto. 11 16 
Lito adjua1111ent ocl.uoation 2 2 
llanuaoript wi tinr,: 24. 1 25 
.lllan II 9 
lltdian 
" 
60 
)(n.tal ... T T 
)l)dorn 11ohools, ocluoationiata, 
otuoatioa 5 5 
Jloti'fttion 1 1 
lJora ae 2 38 
(continued) 24 TABlE I 
Pi'eqaenO)' iii rreq-OJ 
School in Total 
Teras Publioations Periodioala Freq-oz 
Objeotin test ., 2 9 
Orientation 21 26 
Perso:aalit,- test 9 9 
Pbonetio analysis, a'btaek, me-thod 7 7 14 
Phonio drill 1 1 
Phonic a 21 21 
Peroentile 10 10 
Prao'bieal arts 2 2 
Progreuin eduoaticm, aohoola, 
•'thoda 2 72 74 
Project approaoh, •thod 6 10 16 
Propostio tee'ba 1 1 
Prograa ot a'budiea 6 6 
Pro8)'blon, con'binuoua, social l 1 2 
Psyohologioal tee'b, oounaeling, 
serrlooa, help u 24 
Payoho•triat, •trio devioee 6 6 
Readill.Osa, read :big, writing, 
procr- 10 66 
Read:blg-'baotile •'thotl 1 1 
R-dial rea cling, prograaa, 
•aauroa, 'lle&ohers 28 6 $3 
Retarded roa4ers 6 6 
Script wri'biDg 2 6 7 
Selt-ooD:taill.Od olaaaroOlll, ho-rooa 3 3 
Sight vooabul&J7 8 8 14 
Sooial adju~nt 1 1 
Sooialisation 1 1 
Sooia1 1iT1Dg 1 1 
Soo1a1 aoienoes 1'1 17 
Social s'budies 172 6 177 
Sooi ... trie oh&rta 2 2 
Standard ot aoh~n'b, D&sio 
standards, grade e'bandarda 1 6 7 
Standardised teat 150 4 34 
Student eouncil, and govo~"J~Mnt 43 43 
Supp1-t&J7 •teriale, readers, 
teats 17 1 18 
Taohiateacope 2 2 
Teaoher-oenterod olassrooa 1 1 
Teohnioa1-TOoatlonal high sohool 11 11 
TABlE I (continued) 
'!'olebillocular 
Three R1s 
'!'ool subjoots and tools ot 
loan.illr; 
'!'radi tiou.l subjects. schools • 
Mthods 
,. ..... .,. 1i 
Solulol 
Pllblioations 
2 
M 
1 
Units. stucl;y • oxporieoe. resouroo. 
aoti'Yi ty • loan.illr; 4.8 
Vooatiou.l ooursos • acbools • 
prop-a~~ 18 
Wor4 aaal.yllis 1 
Workshop 21 
llholo child• oduoato an4 toaohillg 
tho 
i'l'iquu.OJ 
ill 
Poriodioala 
9 
2 
li 
1 
25 
Total 
Freqaollay 
2 
4.8 
I 
6 
19 
1 
21 
3 
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Determination of ~~responses ~items, An attempt was made 
to construct the responses to the items by using a situation type resp~nse; 
as, for example r 
Jerry's score on a ten question test placed him at the 70th 
PERCENTilE, Jerryr 
1, passed the test 
2, ft.iled the test 
3, correctly answered seven questions 
4. did as well or better than 70 percent of the class 
6, did exceptionally well, 
The situation type response was rejected because the introductory 
statemmts tended to make the inventory too lengthy for administration and 
also because o:f' the fact that qualit'ying words suoh as "70th" in the ab~ve 
case might be confusing to the respondents. The following conclusions were, 
therefore, reached concerning the revised inventory formr 
1. RespOI.Ises should be of the definition type, 
2, Responses should be brief, 
3. A sixth ohoioe "none of the above," should be added so that a 
choice would not be forced, 
4, An opportuni~ to say, "I don't know," should be provided. 
6, Directions should be changed from "Check (v) the space preceding 
the response that represents an ADEQUATE MEANING to the 
CAPITAUZED word or wrds as in Example 'A'" to "Check (v) 
the spaoe preceding the response that represents, suggests, or 
approximates an accurate mBaning of the CAPITA.LIZED 'MJRD or 
WORDS as in Example 'A'·" 
The latter ohange was mde to compensate for the brevity of responses 
now required, Brevi~ involved the danger inherent in brief definitions 
for large conaepts1 hence the relaxation implicit in the revised directions, 
27 
Selection of correct answers. The definitions used for the terms 
in the inventory were drawn from various sources. Groups other than those 
to whom the inventory was administered-parent-teacher groups, te9.cher 
groups, and students furnished s011111 of the definitions. Suggestions for 
others came from textbooks on education, dictionaries, and from specialists 
in various fields. The remainder were original with the author. "Correct" 
answers, however, were selected by jury agreement. There were two types 
of juries involved--a general jury of twenty and four special juries of 
eight each, The general jury was selected on the basis of employment and 
preaUIII8d competence in an educational supervisory or administrative capacity. 
The general jury consisted of six superintcde:tlts, five deans of schools of 
education, three presidents of teachers colleges, three consultants in 
state departt~~tnts of education, and three supervisors of student teaching. 
The special juries were chosen on the basis of employment in a supervisory, 
teaching, or consultant capacity in the area of specialization with which 
the item(s) dealt, for example, the item on phonics was wubmitted to a 
jury of persons whose specialty is elementary education. 
The function of the first or general jury was to review all items 
and select a response for each item. If agreement on a choice by sixteen 
members, or eighty per oant, was achieved, then the item was included in 
the inventory as written. Items which did not receive the necessar~' ae;ree-
ment were submitted to a special jury. If the items received agreelll!lnt by 
eighty per cent of the special jury, then these items were included in the 
inventory. 1 Items which had to be revised before special jury agreement 
lwhne eighty per cent was set as the agreement Ill roentage, seven of 
the eight members -s needed to reach this figure. In practice, then, 
eighty-seven and five-tenths per cent agreement was needed. 
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was aohiend, were resubmitted to the general jury. Following the pro-
cedure outlined above, the fif'ty items were submitted to the general jury. 
As shown in Table II, thirty-nine items were aooepted on the first count. 
Eleven items were not accepted and were, subsequently, submitted to one of 
the special juries. Of the eleveD items, seven were accepted by special 
juries without revision. Four items had to be revised before they reoeind 
aooeptanoe by the special jury oonoerned. These four were, therefore, re-
turned to the general jury. The tabulation of votes of the juries, as well 
as jury disagreement, if any, is shown in Table II. 
Q!:!_ ~~exception ~criteria. One item, phonics, is an ex-
ception to the criteria set up for inclusion of items in 1ha inventory. 
Phonics did not reoeive eighty per oent approval by the special jury, nor 
had it received approval from the general jury. Phonics actually received 
only sixty-two and a half par cent approval by the special jury. The same 
choice received fifty per oent approval by the general jury. The second 
favored ohoioe received three votes or thirty-seven and five-tenths per 
oent approval from the special jury and eight votes or forty per cent of 
the votes of the general jury. There was a difference in the voting but 
not a significant difference. 
Although the item on phonics might have been revised to meet the 
criteria set up for inclusion in the inventory, that is, revised to meet 
the eighty per cent agreement test by either jury, by eliminating the 
lesser of the two favored ohoioesr that is, "letter sounds," its exolusion 
would have made it impossible tD obtain as much information about the 
thinking of the respondents as could be obtained otherwise. The exclusion 
of the choice would have eliminated information rela~ve to the reading 
methods debate; i.e., letter so~mds versus speeoh sounds, which still 
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~IBII 
RESULTS OF JURY VOTING OH CHOICES OF MEANINGS OF TERJIS 
General Speoiii Subsequent Ditterenoes 
Jury Jury Action of Between 
Ter• or 20 ot 8 Jury of 20 Juries 
Aohionment test lS 7 20 
Aptitude 19 
Audio-visual 8) 
Basal books u 8 20 
Basic skills 18 
ComprehensiTe sohool 16 
Core ourrisululll 16 
Counselor 20 
Curriculum 17 
Cursive writing 20 
DisoipliJIII 16 
Diversified oooupatioDS 4 8 • 
Enrichment 19 
Extra-curricula 16 
Fundamental skilla lS 
General education 20 
Guidance 16 
I.~. 20 
Industral arts 8 8 8 • 
In-service education 16 
Intelligenoe test 20 
Integrate 17 
Intra -11111'&1 20 
Language arts 19 
Liberal arts 16 
Manuscript writing 19 
Mean 19 
Median 20 
Norm 17 
ObjeotiTe test 15 7 16 
Orientation 19 
Percentile 14 7 
Personality test 16 7 16 
Progressive education 18 
Phonios 10 6 • 
Project athod 16 
Psyohologioal test 11 7 
Readiness 8 7 
4lsignif'ioant at .06 level. 
Tel'IIIS 
Relilldial 
Sight vocabulary 
Social sciences 
Social studies 
Standardized test 
Student council 
Supplementary books 
Teacher workshops 
Three r 1s 
Unit 
Vocational eduntion 
TABLE II (oontinued) 
Giiieral 
Jury 
ot 20 
20 
20 
11 
16 
17 
16 
20 
19 
20 
20 
18 
Speoia1 
Jury 
ot 8 
8 
*significant at ,05 level. 
Subsequent 
Aotion ot 
Jury ot 20 
30 
DH'terenoes 
Between 
Juries 
• 
31 
persists. 2 ' 3 
In the oases of the ten items submitted to special juries, the t-
test was applied to determine whether there existed a significant difference 
(at the five per cent level) between the two juries. As noted in Table II, 
there were significant differences on four terms; namely, diversified 
occupations, industrial arts, social sciences, and readiness. There is a 
difference on phonics, but the difference is not significant. In the case 
of diversified occupations, it is not so much a difference of opinion as 
it is a lack of information on the part of the general jury--seven of the 
twenty jurors said that they did not know what the term meant. 
Estiml.te ~~reliability ~ ~ inventory. The estimate of the 
reliability of the inventory was computed by obtaining the coefficient of 
correlation between the soores on the odd items and the scores on the even 
items followed by the application of the Spearman-Brown formula for es-
timating the coefficient of the reliability of the whole test. Separate 
voeffioients of reliability were computed for laymen , for teachers, for 
students, and fbr the entire sample. The coefficient of the reliability 
of the inventory for ~e whole group was a separate computation and not 
an average for the entire group. The procedure followed in arriving at 
the reliability coefficient is shown in detail in Appendix B. 
II, BACKGROUND INFORMATION QUESTIO!mAIRE 
Background information ~estiounaire, Two questionnaires were con-
structed to secure background information--one was constructed for use with 
!itudolf Flesch, 'Why Johrm;y Can 1t ~ (New Yorko Harper & Brothers, 
1955). 
3sibyl Terman and Charles c. Walcott, Readingt Chaos and Cure 
(NewYorkt McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1958). --
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laymen and a second one for use with teachers. These instruments were 
designed to provide descriptive data about the respondents for use in the 
analysis of certain factors thought to be related to understanding of 
terms. 
The background information <J)lestionnaires were attached to the 
inventory and administered at the sa1111 tillll as the inventory. The inforna-
tion given on the <J)lestionnaiees by the respondents was transferred to a 
three by four card called a teacher record card or a laymen record card, 
as shown in Appendix A. The n1.1111ber of the <J)lestions asked were listed on 
the left hand side or the card. The ohoioes of answers were coded by 
numbers and the numbers of the choices were then recorded on the card. In 
the case of information concerning 11111mbership in professional organizations, 
the first letter of the organization was used,; as for example, l for local, 
and n for national. 
The laymen record card was coded in the se.11111 mnner, except that 
in the recording of ooou~tions, the oode numbers used in the Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles was used.• MemberShip in organizations was recorded 
as P plus 1, indicating 11111mbership in PTA. or PTO plus one additional edu-
cational or civic organization. 
III. ADMINISTRATION OF TEE INVEN'J.'(RY 
Inventory admillistration. The inventory and background inforna-
tion questionnaires were administered at ten schools to 290 laymen who 
were PTO or PTA llllmbers. Clearance had previously been obtained from the 
PTA. state president and from each of the local executive or program 
"united States Employment Servioe, Diotiona3 of Occupational 
Titles (Washingtons Governlllllnt Printing Office, l94 ):-
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ooDII!ittees of the PTA or P'l'O. Time required for the administration ranged 
from thirty minutes to an hour including; introductory remarks and directions. 
The teacher inventory and questionnaires were administered to 
elementary teachers at the same time as they were administered to the 
laynten. In cases where teachers were not in attendance at the regular 
administration, the inventory and questionnaires were left with the prin-
cipal and later collected from him after completion by the teachers. The 
questionnaires and inventories were administered to junior high school 
teachers and the senior high school teachers by their respective prinoipals 
at teachers' ~a~etings. 
Student administration was in their own oollege classes at teaohers 
college. Absentees or students on student teaehing assignments were given 
a separate administration at the end of the sohool year. 
Seoring :!:!!!_ inventory. The inventory was scored on the basis of 
one poiut f'or each correct answer--the total score information was added 
to the individual record card, as well as the ode's and evens score. With 
this added information, the individual record cards contained all of the 
information about each respondent. The cards were then sorted according 
to the classification required. In addition, the responses to each item 
were tabulated by groups; that is, laynten, tee.ohers, and students, and 
total for the entire group. It is, therefore, possible to tell from 
Table III what answers were given for each item. 
The phonics item was scored as oorrect if it -s answered "speech 
sounds" even though this answer did not get the required level of approval 
by a jury. 
Statistical procedures utilized. To determine whether the differ-
ences between the two juries were significant, as well as to determine 
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whether there were any significant differences between the groups--laymen, 
teachers e.nd students on individual items, the t-test was used. The for-
mula 3Bo% " 
betw8en two 
~ (I • 1 ) or the standard error of the diff8renoe 
if1 if2 
independent percentages was used. For this purposes Table IV 
on pages 52-53 was compiled showing the number answering correctly and 
the perc8ntage ot persons answering correctly. The significance of the 
difference between the percentages was tested against the null hypothesis 
that no real difference exists between the two groups. A sample of this 
procedure is included in Appendix B. 
Analysis of variance was employed to test the significance of the 
differences betweom the groups classified by variables, as for example, 
the laymen group classified by income lenl shown in Table V. An example 
of' the procedure followed is shown in Appendix B • 
.Analysis of variance was used since it made it possible to test 'the 
different categories at the same time. 
The analysis of' the understanding of educational terms by laymen 
and by teachers began, then, with the following known facts concerning 
jury umerstanding or approval of answerer 
1. There are four items upon which there is significant disagree-
ment between the general jury and one of' the special juries. 
These terms are 
a. DiTBrsif'ied occupations 
b. Industrial arts 
c. Social sciences 
d. Readiness 
2. There is one term, phonics, upon which neither jury has agreedl 
although there is oo disa~?;reement batween juries--that is, both juries have 
selected one of' the two favored choices in approximately the same proportions. 
TABlE III 
REPL1ES OF lAYMEN, TEA.CHERS, AND STUDENTS 
n.emnumber 
on 
inventory Item Laymen Teachers students Total 
43 An ACHIEVEMENT TEST DBasurest 
specific intelligence 49 8 14, 71 
potential in a given field 31 10 37 18 
mastery or what bas been taught 14.2 93 157 392 
knowledge of the achievements 
or great- 7 1 8 
capacity for adjusting to new 
situati01111 ll5 1 4 18 
none or the above 2 4 14 20 
don't knOll 46 8 3 57 
44 An APTITUDE is 1 
an ability in a given area 171 110 197 476 
a like or a dislike 6 2 11 19 
a state of aooepta.noe 16 1 23 
an attitude towards probleq 27 3 1 31 
a set or work habits 4 2 2 8 
none of the above 22 1 8 31 
don't know 44 6 4 54 
16 AUDIO-VISUAL LEARNING means learningr 
from repeated drill 4 4 
through mnemonic devices 36 1 12 48 
by listening and seeing 213 116 206 637 
from frequent repetition 6 2 1 
through Ullderstanding 2 1 3 
none or the above 2 3 6 11 
don 1 t knOll 29 4 1 34 <>0 <n 
TABlE n·J (continued) 
Item nwaber 
on 
inventory Item ,l,.ar-ea Teachers Student&! Total 
36 BASAL BOOKS are books for 1 
free reading • 1 • 9 addi 1:1onal work T 1 6 13 
poor readers 16 6 23 
" 117sthatio teaching 17 76 61 1" 
refernee M 1 11 ~ 
none ot' 'the abon 27 19 
" 
90 
don't lmoll 186 21 92 298 
23 BASIC SXILIB are 1 
1:bose e11sc1:ial for 1111ooeae 37 9 18 66 
in group •rlt 
pbone1:1e trammc .ad •m 
recognition technique• 10 8 18 
tboH neoessaey for •steey of a 
gl. ven subjeot 113 96 169 368 
speaking and writmc 
" 
•• 21 69 
those needed to superTise the 
work of others a> l 1 22 
none of 1be abon 24 10 20 6. 
don ' t ll:ncnr .2 • 2 .a 
17 COMPREIBNS:nE SCHOOL iss 
a consolidated school 6 3 8 17 
a public ldndergarten through junior 
college progra 16 12 9 ~ 
a school which ot'fWrs any eleotins 17 • 21 •a 
a school which uses problems approach 30 • 36 70 
a school whioh offers any difteren1: 
f'iel4s ot study 126 66 78 269 ... 
none of' the abOYe 1. 6 10 29 0> 
don't know 82 ll 68 171 
TABU:III (oont~d) 
I tea nullber 
on 
illventorz It.. 1.il·Y.e.n; Teachers Students Total 
25 COUNSBIDRa 
helps pupils .ake deoisiODS 151 101 189 "1 
serws as J. gal adviser to the 
school departaent 37 2 11 50 
serws on adlllilliatrative colllll1ttees 11 1 12 
represents school at publ1o fUDOtions 28 1 29 
works with sclhool olubs 28 6 5 39 
none of the abov11 u 11 22 ~? 
don •t mn 21 3 2 26 
6 A CORE CURRICULUII pro'riusa 
opportunities for hobbies ~ 3 7 
e:xperienoea designed to -t 
co- meds 73 7~ 121 268 
a 118ana of illtro4uoillg new subjeota 40 16 17 72 
adnnoed worit for college students 9 2 11 
concentrated 11ork ~r the gifted 1 6 l5 
none of the above 18 21 63 102 
don't lmow 139 1~ 18 171 
21 CURRICULUII isa 
a daily tilE soheduJ. 126 17 30 172 
all aohoo1 sponsored experiences ~2 69 121 223 
a traok ennt 1 1 2 
a teaoher•s ~ua1 or suide 26 7 10 ~3 
a speo1a1 project 23 23 
nom of the abow ~ 39 66 1~7 
don't moe 31 2 2 36 
CoO 
.... 
TABlE :rn (continued) 
Item nuaber 
on 
il!:nntory Item <Laf•• n Teachere Students Total 
20 CURSIVE liRITilfG 1st 
poor usage 26 6 32 
rambling dlsoouree 18 ~ 11 :s:s 
a t,pe of shorthand 11 3 1 15 
ordinary jobwd bandwriting 52 87 137 276 
a kind of printing 10 8 5 23 
none of the abaft 16 3 6 215 
don't know 157 19 6~ 2.a 
3~ DISCIPLDIE aanst 
reepeot tor adults and institutions 67 12 8 77 
olassrooa erder and selt-direotion U3 94 201 ~38 
"t ot rulee and punislmn.ts 
" 
~ 6 6~ 
etteot ot work and adnrlllty 1 3 ~ 
a religions follower 3 1 ~ 
nODI ot 1be abon 19 12 9 .a 
don't know 22 2 3 27 
11 DIVERSIFIED OCCUPATIOIIS is at 
cooperative school and industry 
pre-trade training program 79 81 87 2~7 
~at oo-ity occupational needs 17 6 21 ~ 
follow-p ot occupational status 
of graduates 11 1 12 
soientit1o approach to salesmanship 4 2 5 11 
stud;y' of occupational raquirements 5~ 7 22 83 
none ot the abon ~1 22 42 105 
don't know 84 6 52 142 
., 
(Xl 
TABlE rn (oontinuld) 
Itea number 
on 
innntory Item La. ym. e .It 
Sl BHRICIIMBITT •anat 
purchaae ot expenai'N aida 8 
hi~er aalariea far teachers s 
prc'ri.aion tor -.aried e:xperiemes 129 
fusion ot aubjeat matter 19 
emplll)'ant or better qualified 
teaohera 15 
none at the abne 
'" don't know 72 
ID BVAUIA'l'E •ana to 1 
ocapare with others 34 
au-rille work 24 
teat trequently 1 
explain tbe w.lue 42 
apprai88 with oare 128 
nODe ot -the abne 3 
dcm't know 58 
13 ErrRA..CURRICUIAR ACTIVITIES aret 
ncn-oredit school programs 99 
elective coursea 10 
indiTidual aasigDmen'ts 3 
oourses beyond require-uta 148 
part-t:lmc jobs 5 
no1111 ar the abo .... 7 
don •t knCJI 18 
Teachers Students 
1 
116 1M 
1 11 
6 
4 l5l 
3 17 
18 29 
6 26 
2 
5 11 
83 148 
4 11 
8 3 
81 16) 
2 1 
2 4 
26 49 
3 
11 13 
2 
Total 
9 
s 
409 
Sl 
21 
79 
92 
81 
5 6 
s 
58 
369 
18 
69 
3to 
1S 
9 
223 
8 
31 
20 
"" <0 
TABLE II.I (continued) 
Itea nWiber 
on 
invmtory Item La-z•- Teachers Students Total 
14 li'IJJTDliiENTAL SUBJECTS are tho sea 
which proY161 tor akills in English 2 2 2 6 
which are good fbr 'the alnd 20 1 3 24 
that are essential tor auooess in 
fur'ther study 123 11 136 336 
that prepare tor lite wcrk 51 23 45 119 
that lave always been taught 8) 11 16 81 
none of the abo,. 10 6 23 39 
don't know 24 • 5 33 
19 GENERAL EDOOATION is eduoatian whioha 
deals with OOliiiiiOnplaoe attars 54 8 44 106 
stresses preparation tor exper1onoes 
vital to all 163 108 166 437 
encourages special talents 4 2 6 
favors exceptional childrm 
fliiPhasi&es professional preparation 12 2 9 23 
none of tile above 29 4 9 42 
don't know 28 2 so 
24 GUIDANCE •ILDIII 
maintaining order 17 17 
upholding school standards 49 2 51 
building sohool llllra1e 35 1 36 
aiding growth and deV8lop.nt 140 112 3:>6 467 
keeping parents informed 10 1 1 12 
ncme ot the above 18 8 111 44 
don't know 21 3 3 27 
~ 
TABLI!: JL[ (oon1:1DUed) 
Ite nWIIber 
on 
men tory I tea L~1"1;e...a Teachers Studenta To1al 
9 INDUSTRIAL ARTS lll8anss 
stud¥ of' :manufaature and 
distribution ot goods 6• • 10 '18 manual training 130 6'1 13'1 334 
exploration ot skilled and sellli-
skilled occupations •s 39 ED 1M 
stud¥ of' oonsu.r purchasing and 
salesanship 10 3 13 
training f'or -rcial art 13 2 1 l6 
none ot 'the &bon 6 '1 16 29 
don't know 22 2 6 30 
a> IN-sERVICE EDOOATIOfl is educa1:1on tors 
&l'!lllld sei'Vioe personnel 80 10 31 121 
1'8SOUI'ce persons 5 '1 5 1'1 
non-English speaking people 8 1 2 11 
part-tiDB students 21 '1 21 .9 
e11111lcyed teachers 1'1 '18 93 188 
none of' the &bon 18 16 18 52 
don't know Ul 6 60 206 
2'1 To INTmRA'l'E lll8all8 to 1 
add new subjects 10 4 8 22 
alai transfer ot learning 13 8 16 3'1 
separate in to OC!IIpOllents a• 5 12 41 
oolllbine parts into a whole 153 99 183 436 
malal tine gradations '1 1 2 10 
none ot 'the abon '1 2 4 lll 
lbn•t know '16 6 56 86 
"" .... 
TABlE UI (continued) 
Item nuaber 
on 
inTmtory Item uy·mo J'.l; Teachers St11dmts Total 
44 An INTEWGEifCE ftST •al!lllrea 
lessons which haft bee taught 9 1 10 
aptitude for occupations 16 6 22 
fitness for iDtslligenoe work 21 2 6 29 
general learning ability 196 111 186 4.93 
knowledge of people 8 2 12 22 
nODe of the abo.. 6 2 19 27 
don't !mow M 6 1 4.1 
4.5 I.~. is the ratio betweens 
-tal age and chronological age 66 80 166 291 
ohroDDlogioal age and •ld;al age 19 18 4.8 86 
e4uoa11io•l age and -•1 age 63 4. 1 68 
-tal age and eduoati011al age 4.3 2 3 4.8 
educational age and ohronologioal age 16 2 6 23 
nOJll!l of tile abo'ft 19 4. 6 29 
don·•t know 86 14. 11 110 
32 An INTRA-KIJRA.L PROGRAK iot 
an art program 17 1 18 
a series of aoT&ble walls 4 3 7 
oompetiti.e aotiTity within a school 134. 104 197 435 
a series of athletio games 
among schools 44 11 13 68 
inatnotion in ethics of good 
sports.anship 9 1 4 14 
none of the abo'ft 10 2 6 18 
don't know 72 6 6 84. 
~ 
"' 
TABlE Til: (oontilmed) 
IW. nUIIber 
on 
inYentory Item .La~:ea Teachers Studen'ta Total 
2 LUIGUA.GE ARTS •us: 
study ot literature 81 11 II 120 
instruction :Ia r;raaar 90 10 14. 114. 
oomaanioatiao skills 29 77 138 24,4, 
reading and ~ship 12 10 20 4.2 
French and German 26 a 28 
no1111 ot the abo'ft 19 6 18 4,3 
don't m.. 34. 10 9 63 
26 LIBERAL ARTS BOOCA'l'IO:tf is 1 
bi'Oad cenenl edlloation .us 89 198 402 
speoialbod edlloation 17 6 9 31 
study ot the tm.nities 6 16 16 37 
study ot art and aaio 83 2 3 68 
study ot literature liO 1 31 
no1111 ot 1il.e abo'ft 8 5 2 l6 
dDn 't know 61 8 1 8) 
7 JWIUSCRIPI' WRITI:IG ist 
writing dom bJ •ohino 13 3 16 
original writ1nr; 81 11 16 108 
1onpnd writing 62 19 23 104. 
a type ot lottor1ng 81 87 177 ll4.5 
a oo-.position 35 1 6 4.2 
nom ot the abo'ft 2 2 3 7 
don't lmow 16 • 2 22 
~ 
TABLE Ill (continued) 
Item nu.ber 
Oil 
in'nllto!'y Item Lt.)tJM.;n Teaohera Students Total 
48 a lEAlf us 
anawrage 104. 110 166 ll80 
·-
8 2 17 27 
a produot 7 2 7 16 
a total 11 6 17 
a portion 17 1 14 32 
noDe of the abcn'e 10 1 9 20 
don't Jr:now 133 8 11 152 
47 The JIEDIJ.N is • 
the lalt-way point 66 '16 148 290 
the mst frequent aeon 1'7 12 29 58 
half of 1tle SOONII 10 5 10 26 
the total of the SOONS 2 8 10 
the &'ftr&ge of the SOONII 56 23 23 102 
nom or the abow 6 5 11 
don't Jr:now 133 8 T 148 
&). A NORI4 ill1 
a passing •rk 13 1 14 
a grade standard ll8 42 40 120 
the highest aahie'ft•nt 3 2 15 
the awrage or a specified group 99 16 177 352 
a min:l.aua goal 14 5 19 
none of the abo'ft 8 3 11 
don•t know 115 6 2 123 
~ 
Itiii -n\Uiber 
on 
TABlE Il.l (contimled) 
iD.ventory Item ;l#_y:!IIAJ~. Teachers Students Total 
39 A.n OBJECTIVE TES!t 
upb es handling o:t articles 8 • 14 26 IIII.U!t be given to any perSCIIIS lll • 4 39 is part o:t a series 20 2 • 26 
contaiD.s object lessons 6ll 6 36 106 
reduces correcting bias 2'T 53 'T'T l5'T 
uone ot tlw abo'9e ll9 39 82 180 
don't !mow 102 18 lll 131 
29 ORIENTATION .. ansa 
acquainting pupils with tbt school l'T2 106 211 .sa 
oontiD.uity troa grade to grade 2 1 ll 8 
system o:t -rning failiD.g students • 1 6 
eorrelatioa of subjects 9 2 2 lS 
showil:t.g relationship ot work 2ll 'T 6 36 
none o:t the abon 19 8 6 33 
don't lm01t 61 1 1 63 
•s A PERCEJITIDt is a 1 
set measure 20 8 20 .a 
point on a soale 26 68 8'T l'TO 
per oont 3• 21 .a 100 
traction 19 2 8 29 
proportion .2 16 62 109 
uom ot the abon 'T 8 6 21 
don't lmcnr 143 12 12 167 
~ 
TABLE Ill (continued) 
Item nWDber 
on 
innnto17 Item Lap :Ml Teachers Students Total 
40 A PERSONALITY TEST Measures 1 
popu.lari'ty 52 9 14 75 
future suooess 23 9 9 41 
dexteri-ty 7 2 4 13 
adjustMnt 99 63 18J 322 
oreatinness 24 1 2 27 
none of the a bow 27 30 Z7 M 
don't mow 58 10 4 72 
1 PHOJIICS is the study eta 
speech sounds 1M &0 119 303 
pro:a.unoiation 87JIIbols $3 6 S5 74 
letter 110unds 
" 
66 69 199 
parts of speech li li 
euphellli8118 1 1 
none of the abow 4 4 
don't lmow &0 2 6 58 
28 PROGRESSIVE Elltx:ATIO'Ils 
gi ... s little attention to discipline 17 6 8 Sl 
follows no plan 13 1 11 25 
allows pupils to stuc!J what they wish 81 S6 72 189 
pro.,tes pu.pils each year regardless 
of progress 22 3 4 29 
does not teaoh trad1 tional subjects 20 13 13 46 
noll8 of the abo ... 80 54 112 246 
don't know 67 11 10 78 
.... 
"' 
TABLE l1'1(continued) 
Itea nuabel' 
on 
in-..ntoq Itc L-.):lll.• n 
10 The PROJECT JIETHOD I 
uses the ocmtraot plan or inlltruotion 69 
centers around preble• to be solwd 67 
stresses blocks ot subject aatter 25 
euphasizes the reoitetion .. thod 
' uses the monitor -.rstea 1 
no:ae or 1:M abow 17 
don't lmDw lOT 
4.6 A PSYCHOlOGICAL TEST ia a teet eta 
knowledce ot PIIJOhology 23 
educational aahiew..nt 10 
-•wlar coordination 3 
-tal abili'ty 126 
p-.rohio powers 10 
none or the a bow 34 
don't lm011 84. 
5 READIDSS iaa 
tiD tor tree play 4 
a -iting period 17 
willingueas to learn 162 
a giwn age 8 
•atery or oertain skills 35 
no:ae or the abow 57 
don't ·Jmow 17 
Teachers Student• 
11 39 
76 73 
23 ?3 
1 2 
6 31 
T 56 
10 9 
2 6 
2 
4.9 82 
1 15 
4.3 78 
19 38 
4 11 
56 eo 
2 11 
34 66 
27 63 
2 9 
Totel 
119 
216 
216 
T1 
1 
54. 
1?0 
4.2 
18 
5 
257 
26 
155 
141 
' 32 
287 
21 
136 
137 
28 
.... 
..... 
TABLE II1 (continued) 
Itea n\lllber 
on 
innnt017 Item Uym•n Teachers Students Total 
36 REIIBDIAL •ansa 
solving school problema ll 2 u 
correcting deficiencies 141 llO 169 420 
restoring to original state 13 4 6 23 
teaching mentally deficient l? 2 10 29 
preventing develo~t ot faulty 
habits 13 2 19 34 
none ot the above 9 2 16 2? 
don't knoll 86 4 8 98 
4 SIGHT 'VOOA.BULARY •ana words thata 
refer to oolor (such as red) 13 3 16 
ooour on spelling lists l2 l 3 16 
are seen in one ff1e spen 38 ? 14 69 
are known by their oontert 26 21 57 104 
are reoo~i&ed at onoe 153 86 134 373 
none ot the above 12 3 2 17 
don't know 36 6 17 69 
15 The SOCIAL SCIENCES are 1 
scholarly studies of h1Dian 
relAtionships 86 48 86 219 
social studies 63 32 611 158 
plAns for the illprCJYe•nt of 
social institutions 7 5 7 19 
studies of de1110oratio group processes 43 22 34 99 
pro'bleas ot daooraff1 25 2 2 29 
none of the above 16 12 31 59 
don't know 51 II 7 61 
"' a> 
TABlE Il'l (oontiDued) 
I tea nllllller 
on 
iln'enW!'y It. Lazmell 
3 SOCUL STUDIBS •ana 1 
study o~ the United States-past 
a:nd pressnt 25 
a cOKbiDation o~ history and 
geograp~ 130 
teaching the ways o~ d-rsoy 34, 
the field of instruction 
dealing with - and so oiety 61 
instruction in sooial aMDities 18 
:DOllS o~ tbe a boTe 11 
don't know 11 
38 A STANDARDYZBD 'f!ST is one whiohs 
is printed and sold 9 
presents problems considered standard 
work for the group taking the test lt-6 
uses items which have been revised 
and reused 
-
10 
uses seleeted and ew.luated exercises 
and is accompanied by normtive 
information 32 
presents tasks known to have been 
taught to the persons being 
tested 29 
none o~ the abon 4 
don't know 60 
Teachers Students 
2 3 
72 66 
3 16 
4,3 117 
1 13 
1 13 
2 2 
5 33 
t-6 59 
2 6 
64 116 
7 
3 8 
4 1 
Total 
so 
268 
53 
221 
32 
25 
15 
u 
251 
l8 
212 
36 
15 
65 
II> 
"' 
TABlE II.I {continued) 
Item number 
on 
in"nntory Item u. t••• Teachers Students Total 
16 A STUDENT COllNCIL is a group oft 
studets elected for to- go..,..~t 
week 12 1 13 
men who e.ot as advisers to school 
olubs 11 3 14 
parente who act as chaperons 1 1 
persons on oall for career progra1111 159 159 
students who se:ne in e.n adviiiOI'y 
oapacity 210 111 197 618 
none of the abo..,.. 11 12 29 52 
don't know 6 1 7 
8 SUPPIEMI:HARY BOOKS are t 
tree or inexpensi..,.. T 15 10 
graded for systematic study 16 2 T 26 
spare or extra oopies 8) 8 26 93 
reoo:auaended by experts 11 11 
contributory reading •terials 170 112 179 .S1 
none of the above 4 1 12 17 
don't know 22 1 4 27 
153 'l'EACHER li>RXSHOPS are : 
rooms reserYWd for teaoher activities 18 6 24 
oooperatiw studies on proble• of 
special interest 168 115 181 454 
conference rooms for teaohers 36 3 8 46 
rooms reserved for noisy work 6 6 
student teaching centers 36 9 46 
none of the abon 9 4 21 34 
don't know 29 2 6 36 
"' 0 
TABIE :rll (continued) 
on 
innntoey Ita Lays•~ Te&ohers Students Total 
l2 The TBREl!l R •s are a 
reason, recall, reoi'te ll l 19 Ill 
reading, religion, respeet 9 1 10 
readiness, reading, re•dial 2 l 7 lO 
reading, WJ"iting, ari~tio 220 120 195 5115 
rir;b:t, wrong, responsibility 10 2 12 
noDe o£ 'tile a bow 9 1 2 12 
don't 1mow 29 l 
" 
So& 
117 A UlfiT (o£ work) isa 
an organisation o£ aoti'ri. 111 .. 
oen'tering around a problem 132 lll 191 -&3-& 
a teaoher-pupil pl.annizag period 36 a 118 
a series o£ studies o£ other lands 2 l 3 
projeots planned by ahildren 20 
" 
2-& 
sel£-direetiTe seat work ll 1 l2 
noDe o£ the abow 31 ll 2-& 68 
don •t ll::n011 59 2 6 67 
22 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION isa 
a stucl;y of' ho1111 anage•nt -&3 3 l -&7 
a ll11%'ftY of' production and •rating 20 l 3 2-& 
stucl;y o£ profitable use ot leisure tia 
" 
l 6 
a reTiew of' job speoif'ioations 18 9 a -&1 
preparation £or an oooupation 1311 102 187 -&22 
none o£ the above n 6 23 70 
don't lmow 3l 2 2 35 
-
en 
... 
TA.BIB IV 
NUlliBER AND PERCBNT OF CORRECT RESPONSBS JIADB BY lAYMEN. TEACHERS. AND STUDENT TEACHERS 
I.iymen ___ Teacliers ~---Studet-Tea-chers Total 
Item Number Number NWDber Number 
Number Item Correct Percent Correct Percent Correct Percent Correct Percent 
1 Phonics 134 46 50 40 119 52 303 47 
2 lAnguage Arts 29 10 77 62 138 60 244 38 
3 Soc:l.alStudiea 61 21 43 35 117 51 221 34 
4 Sight Vocabulary 153 53 86 69 134 58 373 58 
5 Readiness 57 20 27 22 53 23 137 21 
6 Core· CurrioulUlll 73 25 74 ro 121 53 268 42 
7 Manuscript Writing 81 26 87 70 177 77 346 54 
8 Supplementary Books 170 69 112 90 179 78 461 72 
9 Industrial Arts 415 16 39 31 ro 26 144 22 
10 Project Jlethod 67 23 76 61 73 32 218 34 
11 Diversified Ocoupationa 79 27 81 66 87 38 247 38 
12 Three R's 220 76 120 97 195 85 536 83 
13 Extra- JCurricule.r Activities 99 34 81 66 160 70 340 63 
14 Fundamental Subjects 123 42 77 62 136 69 336 62 
15 Social Sciences 86 29 48 39 86 37 219 34 
16. Student Council 210 72 111 90 197 86 518 80 
17 Comprehensive School 126 43 65 62 78 34 269 42 
16 Audio-Visual Learning 213 73 116 94 208 90 537 8:5 
19 Gensral Education 163 56 lOS 87 166 72 437 68 
20 Cursive Writing 52 18 87 70 1:57 6') 276 43 
21 Curriculum 42 14 69 48 121 53 222 34 
22 Vocational Education 133 46 120 82 167 81 422 66 
23 Basic Skills 113 39 96 77 159 69 368 67 
24 G-uidance 140 48 112 90 205 89 4157 71 
26 Counselor 151 59 101 81 189 82 441 68 
26 Liberal Arts Education 115 40 89 72 198 86 4.02 62 
27 Integrate 153 53 99 80 183 80 435 68 
Ol 
1\) 
Item 
.Number l1;em 
28 Progressive Education 
29 Orientation 
30 In-8ervioe Education 
31 Enrichment 
32 Intra-Mural Program 
33 Teacher Workshops 
34 Discipline 
36 Basal Books 
36 Relll8dial 
37 Unit 
sa Standardised Test 
39 Objeotin Test 
40 Personali~ Test 
41 !form 
42 Aptitude 
43 Achievement Test 
44 Intelligence Test 
45 I.Q. 
46 Psychological Test 
47 Median 
48 Mean 
49 Percentile 
50 Evaluate 
1AJ3IE IV (continued) 
~ymen--- ... -- - . Teaoners ~--Student -Teachers 
Numb~ Nlllllb8r Nlliiiber 
Oorreot Percent Correct Percent Correct Percent 
80 28 54 44 112 49 
172 59 105 86 211 92 
17 6 78 63 93 40 
129 44 111 94 164 11 
134 46 104 84 197 813 
158 54 116 93 181 79 
143 49 94 16 201 87 
17 6 713 Ill 51 22 
141 49 110 89 1139 73 
132 413 111 90 191 83 
32 11 64 52 116 50 
27 9 53 42 77 33 
99 34 63 51 160 70 
99 34 76 61 177 77 
171 69 110 89 197 86 
142 49 93 76 157 68 
1913 68 111 90 186 81 
56 19 80 65 156 67 
126 43 49 40 82 36 
66 23 76 Ill 148 64 
104 36 110 89 166 72 
25 9 58 47 87 38 
128 44 83 67 148 64 
Total 
NIIDiber 
Correct Peroea.t 
2413 38 
488 16 
188 29 
409 64 
435 68 
454 10 
438 68 
144 22 
420 65 
434 137 
212 33 
167 24 
322 50 
352 55 
478 74 
392 61 
493 11 
291 46 
257 40 
290 46 
370 59 
170 26 
359 56 
tn 
C<l 
TABlE Y 
SCORES OF LA USB ClASSIFIED BY EOOCATIONAL lEVEL 
R1llllber Liss than Lias tlii1i Total 
ot items ~ sohoo1 ~!f sobool oo1le~ Colle15o n\llllber Total Suaef 
oorreot N-r Score 111' r !!oore ii'ulllber - oore llWBber Score oorreot 11001'8 squares 
1 
2 2 4 2 4 8 
3 1 3 1 3 2 6 18 
4 2 8 2 8 32 
6 1 6 s 16 4 20 100 
6 s 18 1 6 1 6 6 30 110 
7 3 21 6 36 8 66 392 
8 1 8 4 32 6 40 sa> 
9 s 27 6 46 8 72 648 
10 1 10 2 20 1 10 4 40 400 
11 6 66 7 77 12 l$2 1,462 
12 2 1!4 7 84 1 12 1 12 11 l$2 1,584 
u 1 13 10 130 2 26 11- 169 2,197 
14 10 140 10 140 1,960 
15 3 46 5 66 1 115 9 126 2,026 
16 2 32 8 128 2 32 12 192 3,072 
17 4 68 4 68 2 34 10 1TO 2,890 
18 3 54 4 72 2 36 9 162 2,916 
19 1 19 6 96 1 19 1 19 8 152 2,888 
20 1 20 9 180 1 20 11 220 4,too 
21 3 63 9 189 3 63 15 316 6,615 
22 6 132 4 88 1 22 11 242 6,324 
23 1 23 9 117 3 69 2 46 l& 266 7,936 
24 2 48 4 96 1 24 7 168 4,032 
26 8 200 3 76 11 276 6,876 en !Po 
TAB IE 11! , (continued) 
Buaber Less than Less tilan 
ot ite• h'f!r sohool H!fih sohool oollA'§ 
oorreot NWI Sooi'e Nwaber §oore Nuabiir - oore 
26 a 78 a 78 
27 2 52 2 M 
28 a 8' 2 56 
29 
S> • 120 a 90 
31 5 155 1 31 
32 2 6' 2 6' 
33 1 33 2 86 
M 2 68 1 s• 
a6 2 TO 
a6 
a7 1 37 
38 
39 
40 
'1 
Totals 51 700 1,9 2,a.B 36 ea. 
Total 
CollA Fe naber 
Nuaber oore oorreot 
1 21 7 
2 5' 6 
5 1.0 10 
5 1~ 5 
6 180 la 
a 9a 9 
2 6' 8 
5 166 8 
a 102 6 
' 
140 6 
1 a6 1 
1 37 2 
1 39 1 
1 n 1 
S> 1,.71 286 
Total 
soore 
182 
162 
280 
1.5 
a90 
279 
192 
264 
2a. 
210 
36 
" 
39 
'1 
5,623 
Sua ot 
squares 
.,712 
•.an 
7,840 
,,205 
11,'100 
8,649 
6,U, 
8,712 
6,916 
7,3110 
1,296 
2,138 
1,521 
1,681 
116,1U 
"' 
"' 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
The major purpose of this study was to discover whether there exists 
a lack of agre81111!1lt on the 11111anings of educational terms among educators 
and among la~ and between educators and lay!lllln. A subsidiary objective 
was to learn the degree of understanding of' educational terms that exists 
among student teachers and between student teachers and laymen, and between 
student teachers and teachers. 
The findings of the study haft been SIIIIIIJlll.rized under the following 
headingsa (1) 'the educational terms and the inventory; (2) the character-
istics of the teachers and intra-group differences; (3) the oharaoteristios 
of the lay!lllln and intra-group differences; (4) comparison of teachers, 
laymen, and students with each other and comparison of' each group with the 
jury on individml itemsJ and (5) ~ry. 
I. THE EDU:ATIONAL TERJ4'3 AND THE INVENTORY 
~ terms and ~ agreelllllllt. Of the fifty terms selected, jury 
agree11111nt either by a general jury or by a special jury was achieved en 
forty-five items. There was a sif91it1oant difference between tho general 
jury and Olllll of the special juries en four items--diversified occupations, 
industrial arts, readiness, and social studies. A fifth term, phonics, did 
not receive eighty per cent approval by either jury, but there was no 
Sif91if'icant difference between 'the juries. 
Estimate 2.£ !!'!!. reliab11itz 2!_ ~inventory. The computation of 
the estimate of reliability, S:1own in detail in Appendix B, gives the co-
efficient of reliability for the three groups and for all the respondents as 
follOWS I 
laymen .89 
teachers • 77 
student teachers .69 
all groups • 91 
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Since the size of the coet'f'ioient is a t'unction of tb!l range of the 
ability in tb!l group for which it is computed, 1 the conclusion is reached 
that the inventory is not suitable, or at leas't; it is too difficult for the 
layman. It is probably suitable for student teachers and for teachers who 
are apparently more homogeneous groups than the laymen. However, any con .. 
elusions reached about the reliability of' the inventory must be tentative 
only. The instrument is primarily an inventory and not a test. The ohoioe 
of' items was :uade on the basis of incidence, not sampling. 
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEACHERS AND INTRA-GROUP UIFFERENCES 
The group of' teacher respondents was classified by sex, age, years 
of teaching experience, teaching level, type of undergraduate college, years 
of training, degree, recency of' SUliii!Br school attendance, recency of' ex-
tension work, service on curriculum cODmittees, and IIBmbership in profession-
al organizations. The distribution of' the teachers on the basis of the 
above classifications is sho1111 in Table VI. Analysis of variance was em-
ployed to test the differences among the subgroups classified on the basis 
of' the selected factars listed above. The results of the analysis of 
variance sho- in Table VII and cheok8d with an F distribution table,2 give 
lJames E. Wert, Charles o. Neidt, and J. Stanley Alulann, Statistical 
Mtthods in Educational and Psychological Research (New York1 .A.ppleton-
Cantury~f'ts, Inc.) p~. 
2Francis G. Cornell, The Essentials 
(New Yorka John Wiley & Sons:-Tnc., l966J P• 
TABlE NI 
SBIJ!lC'rZD CHARACTERISTICS OF DlCBBRS 
Charaoi:eris'l:ios Grnp I CJroupii Oroup III 
1. Sez Feale Kale 
Buaber 92 11 
Mean M.lll n.n 
2. Age UDder lll lll-'0 4.1-60 
Number 14 lll 38 
linn 32.93 M.oo 36.00 
3. Years of 'l:eaohinr; Less than 6 6-10 11-20 
ezperienoe 
20 4.2 Number 19 
lleall 11.63 32.90 36.11 
•• 
'l'eaohinr; leftl J:leaum'l:aey Seoondaey 
Number 66 158 
llean 36.42 32.71 
Group IV 
61 up 
36 
34.00 
onr 20 
40 
M.62 
0 
Into1'118 tie 
1 
6 
a 
'l'o'l:al 
124 
12ft 
124 
124. 
"' "' 
'l'ABIB :V'I ( oontiDuocl) 
Cbar&oteriatioa Groul! I GroS! II Groul! III 
!eaahora 
6. type of Liberal arts oollop Both 
unclorcr'a.SU. te 
oollo&e Number S8 Til a 
lllan 1&.&6 aa.s1 
6. Years ot training less than 4 4 O"nnr 4 
Number 19 40 159 
Vo&n lD .79 36.15 32.83 
7. Dop-oo 1i 0 doer'•• Baoholor•a Vaster's 
1iuabor 17 88 l57 
Moan 30.29 a..o3 35.88 
a. s~r school Never Attended Attended 1n 
attendance Attonclocl in last last 10 
5 years years 
Number 14 82 16 
)loan 34.57 33.77 36.12 
Groul! IV 
Attondocl 
over 10 
years ago 
10 
34.60 
Inf\Jra ticm 
7 
6 
2 
2 
!otal 
124, 
124 
124 
124 
(11 
<0 
TABlE iVT (oontinued) 
No 
Charaoteroietios GJ'OUp I Gr-oup II Gr-oup III Gr-oup IV In1bnat1on Total 
9. Extension oouroses Within the Wi-thin 'tile 0'ftr' 10 
N ewr taklm last 6 years las-t 10 years years ar;o 
llullber 17 B6 11 T .. 124. 
Mean 34..00 33.4.4. ss.a• 36.00 
10. Serrloe oa Within the Within the O'ftr 10 
ourrieulua !le'ftr last S years last 10 7ftrs yee.rs ar;o 
oo-ittees 
Nmiler 4.8 
" 
14. s lS 124. 
Kean 33.83 34..11 34..21 33.20 
11. Kembership in Local tiDd Looal, state, lDoal,state, 
protessioaal state national natio~~&l, plus 
orgau.intions 
NU!Iber 20 81 18 8 l24r 
Mean 32.00 34..33 32.93 
83 
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the following findings conoerniD& scores of' the teacher subgroups classified 
on the basis of selected factors• 
1, Sex. Wo1118n teachers scored significantly higher (five per 
cent level) than men teachers. 
2, Age, There are no significant differences among teachers 
classified in age groups lliider 'thirty-one, thirty-one to 
forty, forty-one to fifty, fifty-one and up, 
3. Years ~teaching e:xperience. There are no significant differ-
ences aaong teachers classified as having less than silt years 
of teachiD& e:z:perienoe, silt years to ten years, eleven years 
to twenty years, and over twenty years of n:perience. 
4, Teaching lenl, Elementary teachers scored significantly high-
er than secondary teachers when classified as elementary (one 
through silt) and seccmdary (se"Y& through twel'ftl), 
6. !lf!_ of undergraduate college, There is a significant differ-
ence UIOng teachers classified as liberal arts undergraduates 
or teachers college and no~l schoel graduates, 
6, Years of college training, There is a significant difference 
among teachers classified on 'the basis of less than four years 
of college, four years, and over four years of college, It is 
not known between which groups significant differences exist--
all that is known is that 'there is a significant difference 
among the groups, 
7. Degree, A significant difference exists aDDng teachers classified 
as having no degree, a bachelor's degree, and a DBster•s degree. 
Again, all that is known ie that a significant difference does 
enst among the groups. 
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WIBVTI 
ANAilrSIS Or VARWIOI OF 'liST SOOUS or 'l'IAOBBR GROUPS 
Source ot De&"•• ot SWR ot Jleu 
'ftl'iation ~cloa aquares square 
1. Sex Sections 1 233.17 233.1'7 
within 121 6,114.24 42.2'7 
Total 122 6,347.41 
r 1.121 : 233.17 • s.a1• 
i2.1' 
2. .A.r;e Sectiona l5 14.18 4.'73 
within 116 6,190.93 .a.l4 
Total 118 6,206.11 
F 3.116 : 4. '7l5 = .10 4:G.ti 
a. Years ot teaching Sections 3 208.66 69.56 
experience within 117 29,886.2l5 266.44 
Total 120 ~.094.88 
F 3.117 : 69.66 - .2'7 !BB.R -
4. Teaching l.nel Sections 1 22'7 .96 227.96 
within 122 6,180.14 42.46 
Total 123 6,408.09 
r 1.122 : 227.9& • 5.39* 
46.46 -
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WLI'Vn'l (oontinued) 
Souroe ot Degees ot SWII ot llean 
n.riatien treed om l!f!&res sg,uare 
5. Type ot Seotions 1 1,105.3'1 1,10& •• '1 
undergraduate witilin 112 3,'T.Y.:S9 33 •• '1 
eo 11ep 
'rotal 113 .,851.'16 
.,. 1.112 : 1,105 •• '1 = 33.03* 
ll.i' 
6. Years ot tra:ln:l.ng Seotions 2 .. 5.03 222.51 
witilin 115 '1,889.58 68.60 
Total 11'1 8,3M.69 
.,. 2.11$ = 222.11 : 3.2•* 
68.80 
'T. Degrees Seotions 2 361.68 180.84 
within 119 .,960.80 u.so 
'l'otal 121 5,312.<&8 
F z.ll9 : l80.a. 
- •• 35* 
it. Ill -
8. s-r sobool Seotions 5 '1'1.93 25.98 
a1:1:&danoe witilin 118 6,2to.l8 •s.S> 
Total 121 5,318.11 
.,. 5.118 = 25.98 • 
t!.lll 
.80 
9. Bxtonsion work Seoti0111 5 269.'13 811.91 
within 116 130,US.l9 1,12 •• '10 
'l'otal 119 130 • '135. 92 
.,. 5.116 • 89.91 = .O'T l,l2i.TO 
10. CUJTio11lua 110rll: 
11. llellborllhip ill 
proteallioul 
organizations 
Souroe ot 
'ftr 1a Uon 
seotioJI.I 
within 
Total 
Seoticma 
witbh 
Total 
Degrees ot Sua~ 
treecloa squares 
II 56.99 
lOT 48,162.51 
110 48,218.58 
F S.lOT : 15.SS • .M 
2 
1111 
116 
U.Oi -
82.18 
6,996.TS 
5,068.61 
F 2.1111 : Sl.S9 a Tl 
u.zt · 
64 
lieu 
square 
66 
a. Recency 2!_ summr school attendance. No significant degree of 
difference was f'ound among teachers classified as never hAving 
attended summer school, having attended over ten years ago, 
having attended within the last ten years, having attended 
within the last the years. 
9. Extension courses. No si!'llificant differences were found among 
teachers classified on the basis of never having takBn extension 
work, having taken extension work over ten years a so, having 
taken extension work within the last ten years, and having 
takBn extension work within the last five years. 
10. Service on curriculum cOllllllittees. Teachers classified as 
having never served on curriculum coiDIIIittees, as having served 
over ten years aso, as having served within the last ten years, 
and as having served within the last five years showed no 
si!'llifioant differences. 
11. Jf8lllbership ~professional organizations. Teachers having 
-bership in local and state organizations; in local, state 
and national organizations, and in local, state, national, and 
additional professional organizations showed no significant 
differences on the nwaber of inventory items correct. 
III o CHARACTERISTICS OF IAYliBN AliD INTRA-GROUP DIFFERENCES 
The lay.en were classified as shown in Table VIII by occupation, 
11111mbership in educational and civic organizations, length of residence in 
the collllllll1ity, age, incolll8 level, grade level of laymen 1s children, educa-
tion of the respondents, like or dislikB of school by laymen's children, 
school marks or grades of their children, progress ot children known to the 
TABIJ: VIII 
SEI.IC'l'BD CIWIACDRISTICS OF LAYMJ!31, 
lo 
Charaoteristiea Gr01111 I Group II Group III Group IV In~tion Total 
Clerical, Unolaesifa4 
1. Oooupation Professioual sales, Skilled (inolllding 
serrloe housewiws) 
NWiber 28 38 26 201 290 
2. llanberehip in 
educational 
llean 
and/or oirlo 
organizations Number 
3. Length of 
resideoe in 
the OOJIIIIIJlli ty 
)(ean 
Nuaber 
Kean 
26.08 
PTA 
or 
P'fO 
196 
18.-&2 
lAss than 
fin years 
69 
21.58 
19.06 17.12 
.. P'r&(Q) - --. PT.l{O) 
and. and 2 or 
l organisation 1110re organisations 
" 
liO 290 
2l.T2 26.40 
llore than fiTe, Kor e than tOI!1 Over 
less than te less than 20 twenty 
years 
42 54 132 3 290 
20.83 19.26 l9.2T 
"' ... 
'fABI.BVll:(ocmtillued) 
llo 
Characteristics Group I Group II Group III Group IV Inf'orution Total 
•• Age UDder 31 31...0 61 up 
llwiber 36 156 91 6 290 
Jleau. 11.11 20. '78 19.?9 
6. J.l'allily ino .. Less thNt. 6.ooo to 6.ooo to a.ooo alld 
•• ooo 6.999 ?.999 Oftl' 
!lumber 68 1M •3 S? 28 290 
1111111. 11.8'7 19.81 20.86 2 •• 6'7 
6. Grade leftl ot grades grades p-ad•• hip 
J,._a-ym .j!J5's 1-2-3 6-6-6 1-6-9 school 
ohildl'llll. 
lluaber 89 80 '77 36 9 290 
)(eau. 19.20 19.26 21.39 20.83 
'7. Bduoatioll. of Less thaD. hie;h Less than 
respoodets high school school college College 
llUIIIber 61 1.9 311 liO 6 290 
Jlean l.S. ?3 17.'77 22.9? 29.62 
~ 
!ABIBVIt~oonttnued) 
No 
Cbaraoteristioe Gr011p I Group II Group III Group IV Into ra-tion Totel 
L1.kle and 
8. La~ ~!I ohildren L1.kle Dislike Dislike 
like or dislike 
sobool Nwaber 272 8 s 7 290 
Jlem 
9. Grades or A 11oft 
•rke ot A wrap A. wrap Both 
:Q"~~Il 
ohildre liwlliber 78 179 2S 10 290 
Jlean 24.09 18.05 
lOo Progress ot Good lair Poor 
ohilclren whoa Progress Progress Progress 
,La;)! srrt • lmow 
liu:aber 200 80 2 10 290 
'llean 21.07 17.09 
llo Today•s schools Good Fair Poor No 
do a Job Job Job Opinion 
NWDber 222 50 s 9 6 290 
Mean 19.?6 20.42 
8l 
TJJ!I& VIU( eontinued) 
No 
Cbaraeterietiea Grou:e I GrollJi! II Grou2 III Gro!l! IV In.tor-tian To1a1 
No 
12. Diaoip1ine in Good J.l'air Poor Opinion 
todey's sohoo1 
is NWitber 168 91 1& 10 6 290 
Jle&n 19.98 20.00 21. 'Til 
Too About Not No 
111. Today's sohools Muoh Right Bnougb. Opinion 
eo at 
Number 34 169 Ill 611 13 290 
·-
21.26 19.82 23.81 11.91 
~ 
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respondents, opinion on the effectiT8D.ess of the job don~~ by schools, by 
opinion on whether discipline is effectin, and by opinion on the oost of 
schools. 
A.nalysis of nriance was utilized as shom in Table IX to test the 
differences &IIIODg the subgroups classified on the basis of 'the factors 
listed abon. Following are the findings concerning the scores of the lay-
men subgroups s 
1. Occupation. No significant differences were found in the scores 
of layme classified as professional, sales, clerical, and 
serTiceJ and as skilled. Of the 290 laymen, 201--mostly house-
wives--were unclassified and therefore, were not included in 
the analysis. 
2. llembership ~educational and/or civic organizations. Significant 
differences were found to exist in the scores of the laymen 
classified as belonging to a PTA or PTO only, as belonging to 
PD.(O) and an additional organization, and to PD.(O) and to 
11101'8 than ODI additional organization. 
3. Length of residence ~:!:!:!!.. cc•rmity. No significant differ-
ences were fou:ad in the scores of laymen classified as having 
been residents of 'the cc.nmity for less than five years, for 
110re 'than five years but lees than ten, for more than ten but 
less than twenty, and tor over twenty years. 
4. !:!!.• Age groups of under thirty-one, thirty-one to forty, forty 
and up showed no signitioiiZit differences in soores. 
5. IncoM level. The soores of layan classified as having a yearly 
family incoM of less than $4,000, $4,000 to t5,999, t6,000 to 
t7 ,999 !IZid ta,ooo and up showed a signiticant difference. 
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TABI.B IX 
ANALYSIS OF VARUJICI OF 'rET SCORIS OF LAYME:II 
Souroe ot Degrees of SWII ot Mean 
w.riation treedoa ssuares 89,11&r8 
1. Oooupation Seotions 2 906.16 452.68 
within 86 36,661.32 414.61 
Total 88 36,666.47 
F 2.86 = 452.68 = 1.09 Ui.~f 
2. Membership in Seotions 2 1,911.61 955.76 
organizations within 287 20,001.32 69.69 
Total 289 21,912.83 
F 2.287 : 955.76 = 13.71* 
8§.19 
3. ~of Seotions 3 276.39 92.13 
reaidenoe in within 283 21,488.33 75.93 
the o-itJ 
Total 286 21,764.12 
r s.283 = 92.13 = 1.21 
,R.§! 
4. .&.r;e Seotions 2 389.24 194.62 
within 283 21,264.'16 T6.11 
Total 286 21,6 ... 00 
F 2.283 : 194.82 • 2.59 
'I.I! 
15. lnoo• lnel Seotions 3 1.001.3' 333.18 
within 256 18,755.84 '13.27 
Total 169 19,'157.18 
r 3.256 = S3S.T8 : 4.615"' 
71.27 
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WII liX (eontillUid) 
Souroe ot Degrees ot Swa ot lfean 
'ftriaU.n treed0111 squares square 
6. Grade lnel ot Sections s 274.27 91.4.2 
oh114nn of withill 277 20, 774..64 75.00 
respondets 
Total 280 21,048.91 
.,. s.211 = 91.42 = 1.22 
71.~ 
7. Eduoa tion of Seotions s 7,472.65 2,490.88 
respondents with ill 281 17,727.56 65.09 
Total 28ft 25,200.20 
F s.z81 = 2,490.88 = 39.48* 
IZ.l:il 
e. Childrlm liP or Sootiona 
dillliP sahoola within 
'l'otal 
9. Grades or •rks Sections 1 1,919.75 1,919.75 
of ahildr-. ot within 255 17,322.69 67.9$ 
reapondeuts 
Total 256 19,24t2.M 
.,. 1.266 • 1,919.76 : 28.26• B,.n 
10. Progress of Seotio:aa 1 906.50 906.50 
children whoa within 278 19,913.4.1 71.63 
I know 
Total 279 20,819.71 
F 1.218 : 906.80 = 12.56• 
'rt.BI 
awo oOJDpUtation ado. Of tile 290 laym &l'l, 272 said their 
children 11kltd sohool. 
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BILl IX (oontimle4) 
nr1at1cm troodom squares a quare 
11. Sohoola cloi.ng Seotions 1 17.96 17.96 
good or fair job withill 270 20,943.0<1 17.67 
Total 271 20,961.00 
, 1.270 • 17.96 • .as 
''·B' 
12. D1so1pl1De Soot1ons 2 43.39 21.69 
wUhi.n 271 a> ,164.84 74.37 
Total 273 a>,l98.23 
F 2.271 : 2lo69 • .29 
14.!7 
13. Cost ot sohoola Seotions 3 739.11 246.67 
withill 273 19,789.70 72.49 
Total 276 20,629.41 
F S.2T3 : 246.&7 • 3.4.01' 
72.49 
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6. Grade level 2!_ lall!lllll •s c:hildren. The scores of laymen havi.IIg 
ohildren in grades one, two, three; grades four, five, six; 
grades seven, eight, nine, and high school were not significantly 
different. 
7. Education 2!_ respondeuts. X..ymen classified by less than high 
school eduoation, high school, high sohool but less tban college, 
college, ade scares that were significantly different. However, 
no atte111pt was made to determine the relative standing of the 
subgroups. 
B. :t..zmen•s c:hildren .!!!!_!!!.. disliliB sohool. or the 290 laymen, 
272 said that their ohildren liked sohool, eight said their 
children did not liliB school, and three said that one or more 
o:f their children liklld school and one or more of their ohildren 
disliklld school, and seven ude no response to the question. No 
test of significance was ade since most of the laymen fell in 
the sau oategory. 
9. Grades or marks of laJ!!n's children. The laymen were classified 
by children receiving above average marks, average, and poor. 
However, the responses necessitated a reclassification as 
follcwsa above average marks, average, below average, both 
average and above average, both average and poor. A total of 
twenty-three layman were in the oategory of beth and ten gave 
no answer. The remainder o:f the group :t'ell in two oategories--
abcw average (seventy-eight) and average (179). The differences 
between the scores of tb8se two groups was fou:ad to be 
siguificant. 
10, School progress of children known to laymen. Only two laymen 
said that poor progress was made by children whom they knn; 
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ten la~ did not answer the question, of the remaining number, 
two hundred said that the children whom they knew made good 
progress, and eighty said that children known to them made fair 
progress. The persons responding that children whom they knn 
made good progress scored sigpifioantly higher than those who 
said that children kno- to th- made fair progress. 
11. Effectiveness of :!:!!!. schools. The larger nlllliler of the laymen--
222, said that schools do a good job, Fifty said that schools 
do a fair job; of the re~~aining fifteen, three said that a 
poor job is being done, nine had no opinion, and six gave no 
answer. The soores :aade by those who said a good job is being 
done am those who said that a fair job is being done showed no 
significant differences. 
12, Discipline ~:!:!!!_schools. !here were no significant differ-
ences among the groups classified as believing that discipline 
is good (168), that discipline is fair (91), and that discipline 
is poor (fifteen), 
13. ~ ~ 2£ schools. A significant difference was found in the 
scores of laymen classified as believing that schools are too 
expensive (thirty-four), schools cost about right (159), schools 
don't oost enough (thirty-one), and no opinion (fifty-three). 
IV. COKPA.RISON OF DACHERS, LA.YMEN, AND STUDENTS WITH EACH OTHER 
AND CCIIPARISON OF EACH GBOUP WITH THE JURY ON INDIVIDUAL ITElfS 
laymen ~teachers. Significant differences (at the fhe per cent 
lenl) were found to exist between laymen and teachers on forty-six of the 
76 
fifty terms inventoried. As indicated in Table X, there were only four 
terms--comprehensive school, phonics, psychological test, and readiness--
on which there were no significant differences. 
Laymen ~student :teachers. laymen and student teachers were 
significantly different on forty-three terms--three less than was found 
with laymen and teachers. Laymen and student teachers, in oomnon with 
laymen and teachers, were not signifieantly different on comprehensive 
school, phonics, psychological test, and readiness. In addition, project 
11111tbod, sight vocabulary, and social sciences were not significantly dif-
ferent. The differences between laymen and student teachers are shown in 
Table n. 
Teachers and student teachers. There is so1111what better understand-
ing between teachers and student teachers than there is between laymen and 
teachers and between laymen and student teachers. There were, however • 
significant differences on twenty-one itii!IIB as shown in Table XII. The 
terms on which 'there were significant differences are listed below: 
basal books 
comprehensive school 
core curriculwa 
cursive writing 
discipline 
diversified occupations 
enrichment 
general education 
in-service education 
intelligence test 
liberal arts 
The teachers ~ :!:!!!. ~· 
norm 
personality test 
phonics 
project 1111 thad 
re1111dial 
sight vocabulary 
social studies 
supplementary books 
teacher workshops 
three R •s 
Significant differences were found 
between the teachers and the jury, as shown in Tabla nn, on thirteen of 
the fifty terms included in the inventory. The terms on which there were 
significant differences are: 
TABIB .IX 
DIP'FERBNCBS BETiiEI!ill TBA.CBERS AND tn:•E l[ SIGIUFICAK'l' A'l' FIVE HlR CEN'l' IBVEI.a 
s 
Dit'tena .. Signit'ioan:t 
Item Per oent oorreot p in at Fiw per 
Nlllllber Item t l.'y me·l!l 'l'eaohers Pooled KeBD per oent oent :Wnl 
tl5 Aohien.u.t teat "9 76 67 26 s 
<i2 .&.ptit;ude 69 89 88 10 s 
18 .&.udio-rlllll&l leanlin' 'IS 9" 80 21 s 
86 Basal books 6 61 22 65 s 
23 Basio sldl:W 39 77 51 38 s 
17 Comprehensiw sobool tl5 62 "6 9 
26 Co11nselor 62 81 61 29 s 
6 Core eurriaulua 26 IKl 86 85 s 
21 Cul"'"ioulua 14 
"' 
2" M s 
20 Curaiw wri tm, 18 TO 6" 62 s 
8" Disoipl:lne <i9 16 51 27 s 
11 Diwrsit'ied oooupations 27 88 39 88 s 
31 Enrio~t 
"" 
9" 59 150 s 
60 Eva late 
"" 
67 151 23 s 
13 Extra-ourrioular aotiTities 3 86 
"" 
81 s 
1" Funda•ntal subjects <i2 62 <iS 20 s 
19 General eduoation 56 87 86 31 s 
24 Guiclanoe 48 90 61 42 s 
9 Industr:!a 1 arts 18 31 20 16 s 
30 In-serTioe eduoation 6 63 23 51 s 
aDeterahwd from table, J, p .136, 'l'ate and ClellBDd. 
..... 
..... 
TABU: X ' (oont~d) 
'! 
Dittera.oe Signitioant 
I tell Per oellt oorreot p 1B at tin per 
hlllller Item U.z:•·e 11 'l'eaohers Pooad Keaa l!!r oent oentlewl 
2'7 Integrate 53 80 61 2'7 s 
44 Intelligenee test 66 90 '74 22 s 
u Io q. 19 66 S3 ~ s 
S2 Intra•lllll'al program ~ 84 6T 118 s 
2 Lagaage arts 10 62 26 52 s 
26 Liberal arts edueatie 40 '72 49 32 s 
'T llanusoript wri tmr; 28 '10 41 42 s 
~ Jill an 36 89 52 153 s 
4'7 lledian 2S 61 M l58 s 
41 !IOI"a' S4 61 42 2'7 3> 
at Objootiw tes'll 9 43 19 M 8 
29 Orien'llation 69 81 67 16 s 
49 Poroon'lli:W 9 4'7 20 l58 s 
40 Pereonal1V, teet M 51 S9 17 s 
1 Phonioa 46 40 44 6 
28 Progroeein eduoation 28 44 52 16 s 
10 Projoot •thod 211 61 S5 38 s 
~ Peyoholor;ioal teet 43 4oO 42 :s 
6 Roadilt.eu 20 22 20 2 
S6 R-dial f9 89 61 40 s 
4 Sight vooabulary 5S 69 68 16 s 
16 Soo ial soionoes 29 39 32 10 sb 
3 Sooial studios 21 35 26 lf s 
sa Standardized teet 11 52 23 n s 
16 Stud. en 'II oouno 11 'T2 90 '78 18 s 
bneterained by tol'lllllla • 
.... 
CQ 
!ABlE X.~ (continued) 
Item Per -t oorroot · 
NWibor Item 't&~y men 'foaoliiir• 
8 Supplo.ontary bookl 159 90 
315 Toaohor workohop• 64 93 
12 Tbreo R'• 76 97 
37 Unit 46 90 
22 Vooational ocliiDation 46 82 
Diftoreoo 
p iD 
Pooled- por oont 
68 Ill 
66 39 
82 21 
69 44 
67 36 
s it;llitiO&JI.t 
at the per 
oont lo-nl 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
..., 
co 
TABIZ XI 
DIFFERlDICBS BEfftB"* LAY lll!I!J AND S'fUDBNTS SIGNIFIC.lllT .U FIVI Pl2 CENT IEVILa 
• Dif'f'ermoe Significant 
Itea nuaber Per cent oorreet p in at f'he per 
on i:n~tory Item fa 'Y~Ille 1t §tudmta Pooled •an per cent cent 1.-1 
•3 Aohi~n~-t test .9 88 58 19 s 
42 Aptitude 69 88 Tl 27 s 
18 Audio-Ti-l learning 73 90 81 l'f s 
S5 Basal books 6 22 13 16 s 
23 Basic skills S9 89 62 so s 
l'f Co111prehenshe school .a 3• 39 9 b 
26 Co1111selor 62 82 66 so s 
6 Core ourrioulua 26 63 37 28 s 
21 Curri oulua 1. 53 31 39 s 
20 Curs he 'lll'i ti:ng 18 8J 38 .2 s 
a• Diaoipline •9 87 66 38 s 
11 Diversified ocou~tions 27 38 32 11 s 
Sl Bnricm.ent ••• 'fl 66 27 s 60 :s-luate .. a• 63 20 s 
13 Extra-curricular aotiTit1es 34 TO 60 36 s 
u Funda.antal aubjeots .2 69 8) l'f s 
19 Oonoral eduoat1on 66 72 63 16 s 
2. Guidance .a 89 66 .1 s 
9 Industr:IAl arts 16 26 20 10 sb 
so In-service education 6 to 21 M s 
-n.termined f'ro111 Table J, p,l36, Tate and Clelland, 
bn.te:rmi:ned by f'ormla, 
co 
0 
TABlE XJ: ( CGiltinuecl) 
Difference Significant 
Itea niDIMr Per cent correct p in at the per 
CD in'901lto !l Item E aym.e:ll3 ~UiC!inii Pooled mean per cent cent lenl 
27 Integrate 53 80 66 27 s 
" 
Intelligence teet 68 81 73 13 s 
•s I. Cl• 19 67 .1 .a s 
32 J:ntra-aural propoam .s 86 6• to s 
2 Lmp;uage arts 10 ro 32 60 s 
26 Liberal arts education to 86 ro .a s 
T l*nuecript writing 28 77 60 .9 s 
.a lllean 36 72 152 36 s 
.7 lie diu. 23 6• n 41 s 
n llora M 77 63 .a s 
39 O'bject1Te teet 9 33 20 2. s 
29 Orientaticm 159 92 7. 33 8 
.9 Percentile 9 S8 22 29 s 
40 Perecnality test M TO 150 36 s 
1 Phon ice 46 62 .9 8 
28 Progressive education 28 .9 37 21 s 
10 Project •thod 23 32 27 9 b 
•6 Psychological teet .3 36 to 7 b 
6 Readiness a:> 23 21 3 
36 Remedial 49 73 60 2. s 
4 Sight "ffO&bulary 63 68 66 6 b 
16 Soc 1al sciences 29 37 33 8 b 
3 Social studies 21 61 34 30 s 
38 Standardised test 11 60 28 39 s 
16 Student council 72 86 78 1. s 
Dneteramed by tormle. 
<X> 
..... 
'UBLE n ( oontinued) 
Item number Per oent oorroot 
OD iD"nDtory Item La¥m'O'l!t ~tiictet& 
8 Supplomantary books 69 78 
SS 'l.'oaaher workshops 64 79 
12 'l.'hree R ' s 76 86 
87 Unit 46 83 
22 Vocational ochoation 46 81 
bnetel'lllined by tol"lllllla • 
Ditteranoe 
p in 
Poo:Wd -an per oent 
67 19 
66 215 
80 9 
62 37 
62 36 
s 
Signitioa.t 
at tiTo p8r 
cent ln.l 
s 
s 
sb 
s 
s 
"' 
"' 
TABlE XII 
DIF:FIRBNCIS BETWBD DlCBBRS .UD STUDENTS SIGIIIFIC.UT .A.T FIVE Pill CBII'T IBVELa 
s 
Ditterenoe Signitioant 
Itea n'!Diber Per -t oorreot p 1Jl at tho per 
on 1n'90ntorz I tea lfeaoliirs Btactoniii Pooled •an per oont -t lenl 
4.3 .A.ohie...-nt test Tl 88 71 7 
4.2 Aptitucle 89 86 87 3 
18 Audio-Tiaual loal'Dhr; K 90 92 
' Sll Basa 1 books 61 22 36 39 s 
23 Basio sll:111s 77 69 T2 8 
lT Comprehonsin sabool 62 M 4.0 18 • 26 Counselor 81 82 82 1 
6 Core ourrieulWII 80 63 66 13 s 
2l Cur1'1oul11111 4.8 63 Ill II 
20 Cur sin 111'i tins '10 60 92 10 s 
M Disoiplhe T8 87 83 11 s 
11 Dinrsit1ecl oooupations 86 38 4.7 27 s 
l5l lnriohment 9& 71 19 23 s 
liO Enh.late 67 64 66 3 
13 Bxtra-ourrioular activities 66 70 68 6 
14. Funo.ntal subjeots 82 69 60 3 
19 General ocluoat1on 8T 72 77 16 s 
24. GuidAnoe 90 89 90 1 
9 Industrial arts 31 26 28 6 
30 ln-aorvioo education 63 4.0 4.8 23 s 
-netol'l11nod troa Table J • p.l36• Tate and Clelland. 
CX> 
_, (;I 
TABlE X !l (continued) 
D:U'terence - - -----g 
in Significant 
Item nu.ber Per cent oorreot p at tin per 
on in-..ntoey Item Teacliers StUC!ents Pooled •an per cent cent le'ftll 
21 Inte~te 80 80 80 0 
sb 4.4. Intelligence test 90 81 84. 9 
4.6 I • Cl• 611 61 66 2 
12 Intra~l program 84. 86 815 2 
2 IMlguage arts 62 60 61 2 
26 Lilleral arts eduoation 12 86 81 14. s 
T Manuscript writin~ TO TT '76 T 
4.8 liNn 89 72 T8 s 
4.1 Jltdian 61 64. 61 s 
4.1 IIOJ'II 61 TT Tl 16 s 
39 O'lljecti'nl test 4.1 ss ST 10 b 
29 Orienta tin 815 92 89 T 'b 
4.9 Percentile 4.7 38 4.1 9 
«> Personality test 151 TO es 19 sb 1 Phonics 4.0 62 4.8 12 s 
28 Progressi'nl eduoation 4.4. 49 4.1 6 
10 Project •thod 61 S2 4.2 29 s 
4.6 Psycholo~ica1 test 40 36 37 4. 
6 Readiness 22 23 23 1 
S6 R ... dia1 89 13 19 16 s 
4. Sight vocabulary 69 68 62 11 sb 
16 Social soienoes 39 ST 38 2 
3 Sooial studies 36 61 4.6 16 s 
38 Standardized test 62 60 61 2 
16 Student oounoil 90 86 81 4 
bJ>etel'lllined by formula. 0> 
"" 
Item number 
on in"Nntor)' Item 
8 
33 
12 
37 
22 
Supp:W..ntar.y books 
Teaoher 110rkahops 
Three R's 
Unit 
Vocational education 
bDetermined by to:r1111la. 
TABU: XU (continued) 
Dif't.renae 
Per aent oorreat P in 
Teachers Studenti Pcoled ..an per oent 
90 
9S 
97 
90 
82 
78 
79 
86 
83 
81 
82 
84 
89 
85 
82 
12 
14 
12 
T 
l 
s 
Signif'iaant 
at tin per 
cent :Wwl 
s 
s 
sb 
"' <n 
comprehensive school 
curriculum 
industrial ar-ts 
objective test 
percentile 
personality test 
phonics 
progressive education 
psychological test 
readiness 
social sciences 
social studies 
standardized test 
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~ student teachers ~ ~ Jm.• There were seventeen terms on 
which significant differences between jury and student teachers were found 
to exist. These ares 
basal books 
comprehensive school 
core curriculum 
curriculum 
dive:r.-sified occupations 
industria 1 arts 
in-service education 
objective test 
percentile 
phonics 
progressive education 
project method 
psychological test 
readiness 
sooial sciences 
social studies 
standardized test 
~laymen ~ ~ ~· Significant differences between the laymen 
and the jury were found to exist on all but ten of the terms. The terms 
on which~ significant differences were found ares 
aptitude 
audio-visual learning 
counselor 
fundamental subjec-ts 
intelligence test 
orientation 
sight vocabulary 
student council 
supplementa:r.-y books 
the three R • s 
V. SUliWlY OF FDIDINGS 
~ invento:r.-y. The coeffioi.ent of reliability for the inventory iss 
.89 for laymen 
• 77 tar teachers 
.69 for student teachers 
.91 for total 
~ layman. The following are the findings concerning the lay:aens 
l. There are forty-six terms on which laymen and teachers showed 
significant differences. 
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TABIB XIII 
DIFFmmllrCES BB!WIEir JURY AJID DACHIRS • BITIIDif 
JURY AND STIJl)DT TEACHERS • AND BETWEEN JURY 
AND LAYVE. N SIGJTIFICAJIT A.1' Tlll FIVE PER 
CEIIIT IBVBL 
Itea number JIU'J IQ:I.d Jury qd 
on Jury and Student L&'W'.Jil tJ:.:a 
iDventorz I tea Teaohers Teachers 
•a A.ahienaent test s 
•a Aptitude 
18 A.udio-rlsual learniDg 
a5 Basal boob s s 
21 Basic skills s 
17 Co.:prehsnsive sllhool s s s 
25 Counselor 
6 Core ourriculum s s 
21 Curriculum s s s 
20 Cursive writing s 
a• DiscipliDe s 
11 Diversitied oocupations s s 
31 lnriohment s 
50 En.luate s 
la Extra-curricular activities s 
u FlmU.ntal subjects 
19 General education s 
a• Guidance s 
9 Industrial arts s s s 
&> In-servioe education s s 
27 Integrate s 
" 
Intelligence test 
46 I. Q• s 
a2 Intr&-IIIUJ'al program s 
2 language arts s 
26 Lib.ral arts education s 
T Manuscript writing s 
.a lit an s 
.7 Jledian s 
41 Norm s 
39 Objective test s s s 
29 Orientation 
49 Percentile s s s 
to Personality test s s 
1 Phonics s s s 
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TABLI X!TI("odinued) 
Item nuabei' JUJ'7 and 
on Jury and Student Jury and 
inventory Itna Teaohera Teachers JJI,y,_m.f) Tl 
28 Progressi?8 education s s s 
10 Project •thod s s 
46 Psychological test s S- s 
6 Readiness s s s 
36 R-dial s 
" 
Sight TOcabulaey 
16 Social soicoes s s s 
3 Sooial studies s s s 
38 Standardized test s s s 
16 Student oouuil 
8 Supple~tary books 
33 Teaoher workshops s 
12 Three R's 
27 Unit s 
22 Vocational eduoaticm s 
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2. There are forty-1hree terms on which laymen and student teachers 
are significantly different. 
3. Laymen and jury are significantly different on forty items. 
4. The •an score for the laYJBIID. was 20. 
6. The •an percentage of laymen answering correctly was 38. 
6. Significant differences were fouud to accompany six of the 
thirteen selected characteristics. The six characteristics arer 
membership in educational and/or civic organizations 
level of incolll8 
formal education 
grades or IIBrks of laymen's children 
progress of children lalo- to laymen 
opinion on cost of schools 
Teachers. The findings for the teachers are as followsr 
1. Teachers and laymen were si~ificantly different on forty-six 
items. 
2. There are twenty-one ter'JIIS on which teachers and student 
teachers differ sif11ifioantly. 
3. The teachers e.Ild the juey were significantly different on 
thirteen items. 
4. The 1118an score for all teachers was 34. 
6. The mean percentage of teachers answering correctly was 68. 
6. Five of the eleven selected characteristics were accompanied 
by statistically significant differences. These characteristics 
arer 
sex 
teaching leftl 
undergraduate education 
years of college training 
degree 
Student teachers. Following are the findings for the student 
teachers1 
1. Student teachers and laymen were significantly different on 
forty-three terms. 
2. Student teachers and teacbars differed significantly on 
twen-cy--one terms. 
3. Studmt teachers and jury were significantly different on 
seventeen terms. 
4. The mean score for student teaohers was 32. 
6. The mean percentage answering correctly was 63. 
All groups. The uan score for all groups combined was 27, and 
the 1111an percentage answering correctly was 63. 
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QHAPTBR V 
CONC:WSIOE AND ~OJIMENDATIOE 
~ following sub-topics have bam employed for the final chapter 
,of this study; (1) review of •jar fiDdiDgs and 11111tations of the studyJ 
(2) oonolusions; and (3) ~Uoations and reco-ndations for f'Urthar 
research. 
I • REVIEW OF MAJOR FINDIJI<lS AliD LDIITATIONS OF B STUDY 
Major findings. The purpose of '!his study was to investigate the 
degree of' understanding of educational tel'liJB. The •jor hypothesis was 
that there ed"ts a lack ot agre-t as to the meanings of eduoatioml 
terms among educators a:ad among laymen. From the general thesis, some 
specific questions were drawn for investigation. The questions raised in 
Chapter I may now be answered trom the findings reported in Chapter IV 
and summarized in Tables XIV and XV. 
1. To what extent do teachers agree on the meanings of educational 
terms? 
Teachers do DOt have a high degree of agreement among themselves 
oonoerniDg the 11111anings ot educational terms. The man score for teachers 
was 34 words, or an average of sixty-eight per cent agre811111nt. 
2. To what extent do laymen agree on 'lhe manings of educational 
terms? 
laymen agreement on educational terms is very low • The 11111an score 
for laymen was 20 words, or an average of thirty-eight per cent agreement. 
3. To what extent do student teachers agree on the meanings of 
educational terms? 
TABlE XIV 
SUJIIIARY OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFDENCES :BETitEEN ALL GROUPS 
Jury--~~------ La yin. e, lil Teachers 
and and and 
Nulllber Item TeaChers Students \!._.a_ YJI(:illl TeaChers Students Stu<Wnts 
1 Acbie"MIIIItnt test s s s 
2 Aptitude s s 
3 Audio-visual learning s s 
4 Basal books s s s s s 
5 Basic skills s s s 
6 Comprehensive school s s s s 
7 Counselor s s 
8 Core ourrioulum s s s s s 
9 CurriculWD s s s s s 
10 Cursi'911 writing s s s s 
11 Discipline s s s s 
12 Diversified occupations s s s s s 
13 Enrichlllltnt s s s s 
14 Ew.luate s s s 
16 Extra-curricular activities s s s 
16 FlmdaDntal subjects s s 
17 General education s s s s 
18 Guidanoe s s s 
19 Industrial arts s s s s s 
20 In-servioe education s s s s s 
21 Integrate s s s 
22 Intelligence test s s s 
2S I .Q. s s s 
24 Intra-1111ral program s s s 1S 
26 language arts s s s 
TABlE XIV(continued) 
Jury -t -,~~-=:en. Teachers 
and and and 
Nuaber I tea lfeacliers §iii data t..ym 'l'iachers stiiaen:ts Students 
26 Liberal arts educetion s s s s 
27 Manuscript writing s s s 
28 Jlean s s s 
29 Median s s s 
30 Nora s s s s 
31 Objectiw test s s s s s 
32 Orientation s s 
33 Percentile s s s s s 
•• Personality test s s s s s 36 Phonics s s s s 
36 Progressift education s s s s s 
3T Projeot •thod s s s s 
38 Psychological test s s s 
39 Roadi:aess s s s 
.a Ro•dial s s s s 
n Sight 'VOCabulary s s 
42 Social sciences s s s s 
43 Social studios s s s s s s 
" 
Standardised test s s s s s 
46 Student counoil s s 
46 Supplementary books s s s 
.1 Toaoher workshops s s s s 
48 Three R's s s s 
49 Unit s s s 
60 Vocational education s s s 
<0 
... 
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The mean score for swdent teachers was 32 words, or a mean per cent 
agreement of 68. 
4. On what particular terms do teachers ~gree? Laymen agree? 
Students agree? 
Usmg eighty per cent agre.-nt as necessary for a working vocabulary, 
teaohers agree on seventeen terms which are1 
apti'blde 
audio-visual 
enrichment 
general education 
guidance 
integrate 
intelligence test 
intra-mural 
mean 
orientation 
remedial 
student oouncil 
suppl~entary books 
teacher workshops 
1hree R 1 s 
unit 
vocational education 
Layman did not accord eighty per cent agreement to any term. The 
highest agre8ll8nt given any term was seventy-three per cent. Had fifty 
per cent agreement been set as needed fbr a working vocabulary, layman 
would have "agreed" on eleven terms. 
Swdent teachers gave eighty per cent agreement to the following 
fourteen terms1 
aptitude 
audio-visual 
counselor 
discipline 
guidance 
integrate 
intelligence test 
intra-mural 
liberal arts 
orientation 
student council 
three R1s 
unit 
vocational education 
5. What is the extent of agreement between teachers and laymen? 
Between student teachers and laymen? Between teachers and s1lldent teachers? 
Teachers and laymen agree on four of the fifty terms invEiltoried. 
Student teachers and laymen agree on seven terms which are1 
comprehensive school 
phonies 
psychological test 
readiness 
project method 
sight vocabulary 
social sciences 
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Teachers and student teachers agree on twenty-nine terms which are 
listed below: 
achievement test 
aptitude 
audio-visual learning 
basic skills 
counselor 
curriculum 
evaluate 
extra-curricular 
tundammtal subjects 
guidance 
industrial arts 
integrate 
I.Q. 
intra-mura 1 
language arts 
manuscript writing 
mean 
median 
objective test 
orientation 
percentile 
progressive education 
psychological test 
readiness 
social sciences 
standardized test 
student council 
unit 
vocational education 
6. What is the relationship of understanding of terms on the part 
of laymen to the following factors• occupation, membership in educational 
and/or civic organizations, length of residence in the collllllmity, age, 
family income, e~uoational level of their children, educational level of 
the laymen, school progress of the obildrc of the respondents, and ex-
pressed attitude toward scbool? 
Significant differences in la~ 1 s scores were found to accompany 
the following factors• lllllmbership in educational and/or civic organiza-
tiona, incoJIIEI level, schooling, grades or marks of laymen 1 s children, 
progress of children known to la~n. and opinion of school costs. 
Membership. scores were higher with each additional membership 
in educational and/or civic organizations. 
Income level. Scores were higher as inco1119 increased. 
Education. Scores were higher as education increased. 
Marks ~ grades 2!_ ohildren. Scores were significantly higher tor 
respondents whose children received above average grades than tor those 
receiving average grades. 
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Prog,ress 2!_ children lm.own ~respondents. Scores were significant-
ly higher for those who said that children whom they know were llllking good 
progress than for those who said that children whom they know were liiiLking 
poor progress, 
Opinion about school oostso Laymen Who thought that schools did 
not cost enough scored highest, Laymen who thought schools cost too much 
scored next highest. Laymen who thought schools cost about the right 
amount soored next highest. LaYJII!In Who held no opinion about school costs 
scored the lowest. 
7, What is the relationship of understanding of terms on the part of 
teachers to the following faotorss sex. age • years of teaching. teaching 
level, type of undergraduate education, years of college education. degree. 
recency of s-r school attendance • recency of extension work. partici-
pation in curriculum work, and membership in professional organizations' 
Teachers' scores differed si~ifioantly on the following classiti-
oationst sex. teaching level, type of undergraduate college, years of 
·college training, degree. 
~· lfomom. teachers scored significantly higher tban 11111n teachers. 
Teaching level, Elementary teachers scored significantly higher 
than secondary teachers. 
Undervaduate education, Teachers with liberal arts undergraduate 
work scored significantly higher than teachers with undergraduate work at 
normal schools or teachers' colleges. 
Years 2!_ training, Teachers with less than four years of training 
scored the lowest. Teachers with tour years of college scored highest. 
Degree. Teachers with no degree scored lowest. Teachers with the 
bachelor's degree were next. Teachers with lii!Lstar's degree scored highest. 
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In addition to answers which were definitely sought, additional 
evidence about understanding of terms was revealed by the findings: a lack 
of significant diff&rence between two groups does not necessarily mean 
that "there is understanding of terms. It may simply mean that there is 
a mutual ignorance of the term. For example, laymen and teachers are 
not significantly different in their choice of replies for comprehensive 
school, but only forty-three per cant of the laymen and fifty-two per cent 
of "the teachers chose "the "correct" answer. Students e.nd laymen were not 
significantly different on their replies to social sciences, but the per 
cent of correct replies was twenty-nine and thirty-seven respectively. 
So, while the differences are non-significant, and it appears 'that 
we have agreement, it my be a mutual ignorance. From Table XV, it is 
evident that the per oent of persons answering correctly is not high. If 
we accept eighty per cent agreement as necessary for a working vocabulary, 
we fini that there are only three terms that 1119et this require1111nt--three 
R •s, student council, and audio-visual. 
Limitations. This study is l:l.mited to the investigation of the 
degree of agreement on selected educational terms and of the relationship 
of understanding of these terms 1n certain stated factors. It is not a 
stu~ in semantics. 
The sample is con i'lned to respondents from one community. While 
the teachers and student teachers do comprise all 'the elementary and 
secondary teachers of the OODIIIunity, no claim is made that they are 
representative of teachers and student teachers at large. The laymen 
group -s 11mi ted to persons having msnbership in a teacher-parent organi-
zation! therefore, the laymen se.mple is probably better informed than 
laymen in general. 
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PER CENT CORRECT RESPONSES lllDE BY IADIBR'. TEACHERS. AND STUDENT TEACHERS 
Item number Per cent correct 
on inventory Item x.y-. Teachers !itudents Total 
43 Achievement test 49 76 68 61 
42 Aptitude 59 89 86 74 
18 Audio-visual learning '1S 94 90 83 
36 Basal boola! 6 61 22 22 
23 Basio skills 39 11 69 67 
17 Comprehensin sohool 43 62 34 42 
26 Counselor 62 81 82 6B 
6 Core curriou lum 26 60 53 42 
21 Curriculum 14 48 63 34 
20 Cursiw writing 18 10 69 43 
34 Discipline 49 16 98 68 
11 Diversified occupations 27 66 38 38 
31 El:lrichmmt 44 94 11 64 
50 Evaluate 44 61 64 66 
13 Extra-curricular 
activities 34 66 70 63 
14 FUndamental subjects 42 62 59 62 
19 General education 66 87 12 68 
24 Guidance 48 90 89 11 
9 Industrial arts 16 31 26 22 
30 In-service education 6 63 40 29 
27 Integrate 63 80 80 68 
44 Intelligence test 68 90 81 17 
45 I.Q. 19 66 61 45 
32 Intra-mural program 46 84 86 68 
2 lAnguage arts 10 62 60 38 
26 Liberal arts education 40 72 86 62 
1 Manuscript writing 28 '10 77 64 
48 llean 36 89 72 69 
47 Median 23 51 64 45 
41 Norm 34 61 11 66 
39 Objeothe test 9 43 33 24 
29 Orientation 59 86 92 16 
49 Peroentila 9 47 38 26 
40 Personality test 34 61 '10 60 
1 Phonics 46 40 52 47 
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TABlE XV (ocmtinued) 
1 telll nUi&ir '•r oen~ oorreo~ 
on in~tor::~: Item lAY- Teachers Students Total 
28 Progressive education 28 44 49 38 
10 Project 1111 thod 23 61 32 34 
46 Ps,rohologioal test 43 40 36 40 
5 Readiness a> 22 2:3 21 
36 Remedial 49 89 73 66 
4 Sight vocabulary 63 69 58 58 
15 Sooial soienoes 29 39 37 34 
3 Sooial studies 21 36 61 34 
38 Standardized test 11 62 liO 33 
16 Studct oounoil 72 90 86 80 
8 Supplementary books 69 90 78 72 
33 Teacher ~rkl!lhops 54 93 79 70 
12 Three R's 76 97 85 83 
37 Unit 46 90 83 67 
22 Vocational education 46 82 81 66 
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A further limitation is imposed by the inclusion of responses for 
one te~-phonios--whioh did not meet the criteria of eigpty per cent 
approval by either the special jury or the general jury. Scoring of this 
item was on the basis of tim most favored choioe 0 
II. CONCIDSIOlB 
The major hypothesis that there exists a lack of agreement as to 
the meanings of educational terms &lll)ng eduo!l.tors and among laymen and 
between educators and laymen is clearly supported by the data. Based upon 
the findings, the following general conclusions have been reaohedt 
1. Teachers and laymen do not agree on the meanings of education-
al terms. 
2. Teachers and student teaahers agree on sligbtly over half of 
the educational terms inventoried. 
3. Student teachers s.nd laymen agree on only seven of the fi:rty 
terms inventoried. 
4. There is no single tenn of the fi:rty that has the agre8lll8nt 
of all the groups; that is, agreement of jury, of tea<ilers, of laymen, 
and of s"b.ldents. 
5. There are only three terms which have an average agre-t of 
eigpty per cent of the three groups; that is, laymen, teaahers, and stu-
dent teachers. 
6. !Iilny of the terms which have been the subject of public 
criticism and debate; such as phonics, sight vocabulary, and manuscript 
writing, do not have teacher agreement. 
7. Specialists in given fields; for example, in social s"b.ldies, 
in elementary education, and in industrial education, do not agree with 
the praoticioners on the definition ot the terms applicable to their 
specialty. 
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B. Understanding ot educational terms on the part ot teachers is 
related to sex, teaching level, type ot undergraduate education, years ot 
training, and degree. 
9. Understanding ot educational terms on the part ot laymen is 
related to msnbership in educational and/or civic organizations, income 
level, schooling, grades or markll ot laymen's children, progress ot 
children known to laymen, and opinion ot school costs. 
UI. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOM!ENDATIOJS 
Implications. The findings and conclusions reached in this study 
sug&est tbet educational tenns should be used with discretion and probably 
only when definitions ot the terms oan be given. Speakers at PTA meetings, 
consultants tor citizen study groups, teachers conferring with parents 
probably should avoid educational terms alto&ether. School systems which 
are 11111.king it a practice to reveal I .Q. 1 s, class norms, and the like 
should 11111.ke oertein that the educational level ot the laymen is such that 
this intol'llllltion is 11111aningtul. School systems which have been putting 
out ltroohures, booklets, and other intorDational materials concerning the 
work ot the sohools might review their purposes and study their readers 
to determine whether their efforts are accomplishing the desired ob-
jectives. 
It the educational terms are indeed fitting and potentially use-
ful tor communication, then SODM! ot the principles evolved tr0111 coliiDuniaa-
tion research should be applied; as tor e:mmple, the principle that tace 
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to face OOJDIIIUJlioation is the most ef'teoti'V'tlol•2 
Terms kno1m to have emotive value, euoh ae progreesive education, 
perhaps ehould be abandoned alto~ther. 
A further problem faces the profession--that of' def'endin!!; itself 
trom the attacks of various sub-publics. The profession probably cannot 
defend itself until such time as it reaches collDilon agreements. At the 
present ti1111 there appears to be very little COIDlllon agreement. 
RecollDilendations for fUrther research. Research designsd to anewer 
the following questions should prove usefUlr 
1. Is the disagreement or lack of' knowledge on specific terms 
limited to non-specialists? For example, do the elementary teachers agree 
on phonics while the secondary teaahers do not? Do the secondary teachers 
agree on industrial arts while the elementary teachers do not? 
2. Do laymen affiliated with schools which have an instructional 
program, through PTA for example, or through printed materials, know more 
about educational terme 'than the la~n whose schools make no effort to 
provide instruction? 
3. Do teacher education centers make an effort to provide instruc-
tion in the meaning and use of' terms? 
4. Is the understanding of' educational terms related to pro-
ficiency in teaching? 
5. Are the terms merely fashionable or are they rooted in the 
philosophy of' the subject? Are some of the terms obsolete? 
1
steuart Henderson Britt {ed.) • Selected Readinfs in Social 
Psychology (New York1 Rinehart and Company, Inc. • 1966 • -
2National Education Association of the United States, Mass 
CoDIIlunication" and Education. N .E.A. • Educational Policies Colllllission, 
fishiDgtOn, D. C., 1958. 
' 
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6, Are 'tile f'if'ty terms which han been inventoried generally used 
or are solllil of them provincial? If some of the terms are not used in a 
gi'Ven area, e. revision of the inventory for use in a particular locality 
might prove worthwhile. 
7. If the terms are necessary and useful in teacher education, 
would not a revision of the inventory be useful for testing purposes? 
Perhaps an item analysis would be a useful procedure. 
Further research is no doubt needed. In the mea.nt:llne, since there 
is so little ag:reement on educational terms between educators and laymen, 
the statement by James Bimey might well be kept in mind1 
"No one would question the need for special terms for use in fornal 
and soientitic discussions; but for use in presenting the views 
and news of the schools to the general public, the oorreot voca-
bulary is a simple one capable of conveying clearly an idea from 
one mind to another. tt3 
3James Binney, "Two Worlds of Words," Jeurm.l of Educe.tien, 
132al8, January, l949o 
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Terms were Drawn 
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From Which Terms were Drawn 
Fifty Terms Most Frequently Used Arranged in Rank Order 
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Educational Terms Inventory 
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T llanoook Street 
.f.uburndale 86, Jfaseaohu .. tte 
JIUle 16. 1164. 
lfr. RCIJ J:. Wllan 
Seoreta17, Iatioul SPR .Usoeiatioa 
lfatiOD&l !duoatioa J.esooiatioa 
1201 Sizteeu.11h Street, Iorthwet 
llaehhct«m 6, Do C • 
Dear lfr. Wibon' 
trader the direetien f4 Boeton tJaiwreity Sohool ot !dueatien I 
aa cea4uot1Jlr; a stdr to detel'lliae 1lhe -he• whieh llllllbers et tu 
teaohhr; protessio:a a:ad -bers ot iu.tluential laf groups attaoh to 
ed110at10D&l tel'llll h -~~ uo. !he iu.itial plaa" ot the study oon-
siate ot a min ot a:a:aual ropwta, :aftsletters, ha:adbooll::s, a:ad the 
lill::e pablished. bf solt&ol lfltolut tor iho parpose ot oxplaiu.hr; tb.o 
sU.ools to the pulllio. 
Would rou be willhr; to send • a list ot oe-itios, perhaps 
80 or ·•ro it possiltlo, that •a a speeial ottort to o-u:aioate 
witb. parents allnt tu work ot tb.e selloolsf .Uthoagh thoro is 110 
roq~t ae to tb.e loeatien ot iho o-itios, a tairlr roprosen-
tatift por;raphio d.isvillutien llipt prDft nluablo. 
Tour list will be oxta-J.r lwlptul iD tu.rthoriu.r;., s~. 
Si:aoorolf rours, 
llat10Dal School Publio Rolat:lou Aasooiation 
1201 Sixtectl!. Street, llortllwest, 11aahmgt01l 6, D. C • 
~~r. ldpr p. a.rtm 
'1 Jlaoook Street 
J.ubumdalo 66, Daaachasotts 
Dear II!'. a.rtina 
August 6, 19M 
Duo to field assi~s, 'ft.oation sehodulos, and a natio:a.al ooa-
ftll.ticm, our replies to oorroapoadonoo Jla'ft lleen soanhat delayed. 
Ronoo thia llelatod reply to ;rev req•st tor a list ot eo-itioa that 
Mlto a apooial ottort to •-ioato with paroats abwt tho work ot tho 
sohoola • 
Fro•., obaor'ft.tion aad ju.dpag tr• •toriala which - aoroaa 
tho ~ak, tho -itioa liatod ea tho aoooiiii&DJmg ahoot are 4omg a 
topnotch job ot roportiag to paroata aad oiti&OilSo Soao iasu.o bright 
analattora, other publish oxoolloat -ual roporta, otllora apooialbo 
ill h•J!ftooks tar parents, atUl otlaors are doing a good job ot illtor-
proting tile work ot tho solloola tlaro..P looal ••apapor, radio, or 
to:J.rlaioll stat1cm. 
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Tho liat is onoloaod. r.t 1ls t:uw it ;roa require IMII"O mtoratioa • 
.AJI4., moi4ontall;r, w w..U appraoiato loaming 1bo reau.lts ot ;rou.r study 
when it is o..,lotod. 
Boa'lirioo Jl. Gadriclp 
IU.ss Beatrioe X. Gudridge 
liat1ona1 SPR .Ueooiation 
1201 Sixtoeth Stroot, ITo W. 
ll'ashillgtoD 6, D. C. 
Dear 11181 Gudridge 1 
Jtoeno Toaohors College 
X•••• lin Haaps:ll.iro 
Soptoabor 2•, 1956 
!hanlt 7011 tor the list of eohool .,.w.. which are doing a 
superior job ot reporting to parents ud other oithens. 
Y e:ll.allllo glad to "nd you a ~ statoMnt ot tho findings 
ot tho etudy. 
ldpr P. artin 
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SAJIPI& IE'l"l'IR 'fO SUP!IlDDIIDIN'fS 
llr • Hel'II&Jl L. Shi 'bler 
SupermWildent of Sollools 
IJI.diaaapol1s 1 IJJ.diau 
Dear 11r. Shi'blor a 
Keene 1'eaohers Collep 
Ieene 1 :Rn li!alllpsbire 
September 181 1964 
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Uador the d.ireotion of Boston Uai'ftraity Sahool of Eduoation I aa 
oonduotiag a nuq ot the •anillgs attaohed to ed.uoational teru by -
'bore ot the prote11ion ad by -.Mrs ot lay grwpa. 1'he ini-tial plla" 
of the s'tlld7 consists et a rnin ot p'blioatiens whieh are hwnded. to 
ezplah the sollool to the pulllio. 1'he palllioatiou soleoted are tho• 
froa sobeol .,..-.. whioh lake a speoial effort to oo-ioate with the 
parell'te allo•'t the work et 'tile sehools. Ywr 111s11ea -• :aa•d by the 
:Ra'ti-1 Sohool Plllllio Rela'tiens J.ssoeia'tion as oae whiah d.ees a nperior 
reper1;1ac job. 
Wo•ld. you llo willhg to panicipaw h 111e swd)' by se11d.hg • 
oopies of JOUI' 1963-ltM pu'blioatiou whioh are ht.ndod 'to llelp pare~~.ts 
and othw oi'tiseas ..ars'tand. the solloolsJ such as, JOur &~mual repor-t, 
balld.'llooka, newslot'ters, reports oa readillg1 wsthr;, aad. the like. 
It J'OU wo•ld oare to reeeiw a .-r,. sta-.:at of the tindillgs, 
I shall 'be glad 'to forward i't 1;o yeu ..,_ 'tile oaplotion et the •tuclJ'• 
Ploaso lot • ll:llow it there is a oharp tor 7oar pblioations ed tor 
postap. 
!hank J'R tor tho an'tioipated assistanoe. 
Shoerel.J Joal'•• 
E4pr P • Jlt.r'till 
EPJI/gb 
lfr. Robert B. Jobaaen 
Direoter, Solloo1-co-1ty Relations 
Illcl1aape11s Pll'blio swo1s 
160 Iortll Jfltridian 
Illdianapo lis, Illcliana 
J:eae Teachers College 
Keene, In Baapsbire 
Io,.Sber 16, 186• 
TllaDit J'OU tor tile iatereetiJI.g ater1a1a which J'OU han sat •• 
I sllall 'be glad to aeJid J'OU a •-I'J stateaeat ot the 
tiJI.clb&•· 
lldpr P. artm 
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LIST OF COJIIWlfiTIIS SUBJII'!'DD BY NAfiOlU.L 
SC!I)()I. PUBLIC RliiAfiOJIS ASSOCI!i'IOJI' 
Abington, PellllSJbania 
Arliapn, Vil'ghia 
Banrstiold, Calitonia 
ChohDt.ti, Ollie 
C laytcm, Missouri 
Col'IDI1t1a, South Carolina 
Colllllbus, Ohio 
Dayta, Ohio 
Doarborn, lliohipn 
Duluth, Jlimulsota 
BsoOildid.o, Calitonia 
:hanston, Illiuil 
Flint, MioiUpn 
Fort Do4ge, Iowa 
Hun'llington Station, :In York 
Ill.cl1anapol1s, Indi&Da 
Z.. lfOsa Spriag Vall.,. School 
Distri ot, Calitonia 
LouiSTillo, Kent.OkJ 
Jlanhaesot, In York 
Jl&nitnoo, Wisoonsh 
Bntllll, lr.ssaohusotts 
Portland, Oregon 
Pron, Utah 
Rook Island, Illinois 
Rosqn, Jfn York 
S&.ftlm&h, Georgia 
Springtield, Jliuouri 
ll&rren, Ohio 
lllwaton, Illinois 
ll'ilaincton, Delaware 
lfilton, Connootiout 
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SC!!OOL SYSTIJ6 J!IO)( lllllCJi IU.'I'IIUA.IB 1IIU RIQUES1'BD 
s-1'1 
llateriall lfateriala Jlaterials Stete-t 
Sehool ~stea Reoebe4 Aelmowle424 ReTie ... a Requ.atet R-ru 
Calitornia 
Babratiela Cit,' 
Sohool Diatriet Yes Yes Yes l!ro 
Item Coat,- O'lliO.D Hip 
Sallool ad Juniar 
College Diatriot Yea Yes Yes l!ro 
Esoondido Yea Yea Yea !lo 
IA lllaa !lo 
- - -
co-lltiout 
Wilton Yes Yea Yea !lo 
Dela-re 
Wilainr;ton Yea Yes Yea Yea 
Goorr;ia 
Saftllll&h Yes Yea Yes Yes 
Illinoil 
BftQtO.D Yea Yes Yes !Jo 
Rook Islond Yes Yes Yea Yes 
Wb.eatCIJl Yes Yes l!ro !lo 110 
Requested 
In dina 
Indianapolis Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Ina 
-
Fort Dodr,e !lo 
- --
ltentuel!f 
Lou:ln1lle Yes Yes Yes l'lo 
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s-r:r 
Jlater1al8 Jlater:tals Jlater:tals state•nt 
Sohool SYstea Reoe1Te4 .lotnwlA4pd Rn1ewe4 Requested Ruarka 
llusaohusetts 
Newton Yes Yes Yes No 
Jl1dl1pa 
Devbera Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Flint No 
-- -- --
ll1nneseta 
Dulutll Yes Yes Yes No 
Missouri 
Cl&Jton Yes Yes Yes No 
Springfield Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Nn York 
Ratington Statien No 
- - --llanllaAet Yes Yes Yes No 
Roel7Jl Yes Tee Yes Yes 
Ollio 
-
Cino1JIIIat1 Yes Yes Yes No 
Col•lnae Yes Tee Yes Yes 
DaJten Yes T .. No No 
war~ Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Ol:lalul• 
Tulsa Yes Yes Yes No 
Orepa 
Portl&M lfo 
-- - -
Penslhan:ta 
Abiactea Yes y .. Yes Io 
South.1arel1aa 
Le Letter 
ColUII\I:ta Io 
- -
Reoe1n4 
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s~ 
lfaterl.als Jlt.'llerials lfa'WJ'ials State•Jlt 
Sohool S;ystea Re .. 1'ft4 J.olmGIIloclged Ro'ri.owed Recpeste4 Re•rks 
T81'l11os"• 
Oak Ridge Yes Yes Yes )To 
Utah 
-
Pn'ft No 
- --
VirGiJli& 
Arli.qten Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Wisoeuill 
Greea Ba;y Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Jlmitneo Yes Yes Yes No 
SCmoL SYSTBII PUBLICATIONS 1953·191t PROM WHICH 'riRliS 1IDE DRAW 
CALIJIOR!ilA 
1. Ja~rstiold (Ba~rstiold Cit, Sebool Distriot) 
Amlual Report 1151-1952-Inolud:blc Ro'buil4:blg Prograa 1952-llst. 
soiiDoi Di'si vOI:""'"s;-10. 1, &roJIO, illi. --
. • 0 • s, ••• 9, Jlay, llll.f.. 
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2. Ba~rstiel4 (J;ol'D Collllt,r Union Hip Sohool a. Junior College Distriot) 
Road1ac Provaa AJmual Rorrt--slla.tter !!e_ Sohool ~-!!!!.· 
3. Bsoondi4o 
Gr&J, 
---·· 
----'' 
---· 
• • 
t. Wilton 
Center Solllool Rofiit Card. 
In 110 iiii thot il'Tov Sohooll. 
-------
DILA.lDU 
5. Willli.Dgten 
Our Sohools, Vol. 7, Bo. 1, Sopte.ber, 1953. 
___ , Vol. 7, wo. 5, Febru&rJ, 195t. 
_ __,__,.,• Vol. 7, Bo. 7, April, 19K. 
--~· ~ Vol. 7, l!ro. 8, Jla7, 19K. 
GIORGIJ. 
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Gettinc Road{ !!!:, Sohool :bl Sa'ftllll&ll. 
ILLDTOIS 
7. B"fuston 
ltftnstoa 'l'o111lship Riglt. Sollool--Almual Report 1961-195•. 
four !!02, sOiOoi, fOr." S, to. '• tai'oh, I§ll!,--
- , Vol. S, Bo. 6, Jlay, 1961. 
__ __,. Vol, •• Jo, 2, January, 11164. 
-----"' Vol. 4, Bo. I, Jlaroh, 1915 •• 
8. Rook Island 
A.zmual Report ot Rook Islud Rig)& School 195S-l96• • 
.&.1U11al Report ti" tli'i"Suijrii_._\ of soiiOO!s;-Vol. IV, 
Ropons otTynea, 8!-iiii. -
Azmual Report ot tho Superhtndollt ot Sohoolll, Vol, II, 
• b'so t,n.;•or•;-YiUF"ml arns to Road, 
- --
9, Indianapolis 
-
10. LoaiiJ'rillo 
~ Child Starts to Sollool, 
JIASSACiltlSBT'!S 
11. lowtoa 
• Jo. 1, Aucust so, 195•. 
linton Sobool ~. Vol. 9, Jo. 1, October, l96S. 
---• Vol. r,lro. 2 0 J&aU&l'Jo UN. 
-----"' Vol. 9, Jo, I, Jlaroh, lltf., 
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, Vel. 9, :rro. •• Jlay, 196•. 
xw:o=•=-• ..,s~uoolj, c-i¥. Annual Sobool Repert l95S-l964, P.T.A. 
~ouaoll and 1iiii Iifton Pu'blio Schools. 
Jqdo · Solaool. 
!!ii'luriia cu1•. 
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iiitoa ADmt&l Sohool Roport• l9152•lt61, Vol. llS, :rrnton Publio Schools. 
JIICBIOU 
12. DMr'llon 
Teu WU.t te I'Dow•-..bmaal Report, April, 1853. 
Y o11r '"'§i'&,Oli. ;-Yil. I 0 1f o • 1 m-- tO William IaowU:a Sellool. 
-
Duluth Wns-Tribuno, OotolMr 4r, 1953. 
__ _... ••:r SO, 1954.. · 
, Juae 6, 1864.. 
--...-1 August 16 • 11154.. 
.IUSSOtlli 
14.. c la;rte:a 
15. Sprmgtiol4 
in tho Dulutla l~tary Pulllio Solaoole • 
• V. iO:" 1, OotO'lier, 1Rr. 
wo. 6, J~mo, 1164. • 
Hcdboolt tor Paro:ate, Ela•ntarz Dbillion, Spri:agtiold Publio 
saoolii 1181. 
Spri:agtiolll Pllblio Solloole, Tol. II, J:o. 9, Ma;r 0 1954.. 
---·• fo1. iii, ito. 1, sop-.bor, 1954.. 
NIW T(IUt 
Paote A'llout til.o Jlanhae•t Solloole. 
Iitroauolili 5 m .. :• s;!IOol~ 
J&iliisaot Smi ii io e:a, foi. lii, Wo. 2, Ootobor, 1953. 
___ ·,, Toi. iff, To. i, beoollbor, 1153. 
--...-I' Tol. Til, J:o. 6, l"oDra&r;r, 11164.. 
--...-1' Tol. Til, JJo. 1, Ml.roh, 111M. 
__ ...-~• Tol. Til, J:o. 8, May, 11154.. 
17. Roslyn 
Boots tor ~and Girls--..l Paro:at SW'f'i• B11llat1n. Li\'*· Grk~tlli"r, I Jranil'bioit ter hi'iiEs, RosljJl Pll"blio Sohools. 
ov §o"iiiiirs. oport on~u-. un. 
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Parents Newsletter, Ootober, 196$. 
---• lfoTeliber, 196$ • 
• J'ellruary. 1964. 
qa~::-:.:-.:.,::~:f:r=::ll.ll !!:!!! Answers About~ JUII.ior ~Senior ~ Sohool 
'!!!. ~ {itdergarten• 
OHIO 
lB. C:l.noimlati 
Better Sohoolll, Vol. VI, No. 18, Juuary 1, 1964. 
--~· 'llo. ZO, J&~~.u&rJ 16, 1964. 
• No. 21, January 22, 1164. 
---. lJo. 21, J'ebi'1Bry 6, 1164. 
---• No. 24, February 12, 1164. 
__ _.... lfeo 26, February 19, 1964. 
--..-'' No. 26, February 28, 1964. 
----'' lo. 2'7. Karoh 6, 1964. 
___ • JJo. 28, Ilardi. 12, 1964. 
• :tro. 29, llaroh 19, 1964. 
--
-- -· :tro. ao.· Karoh 26, 1964. 
---• No. Sl, A.pril 2, 1964. 
---·· No. 12, A.pril e. 1964. 
___ ,. No. 14, April 21, 1164. 
----'' Neo $6, Jla7 '7, 1964. 
-----· Ne. 18, lfaJ 21, 1964. 
__ ___,. No. 19, 1l8J zs, 1864. 
----'' No • .a, i1aDe 4, 1964. 
Readingt !!!!_ Firet !_-8uper:l.ntendent1 s Allllual Report ~.!!!!.· 
19. Colllllbus 
20. war~ 
!!!!_ I:l.nderprte. 
OIIJJI)JIA. 
21. Tulsa 
Our Tullia Sehoola, Su§hr:lntelldent•s A:anual Report 1963-1964. 
four oliiid ua four s ooi, I 'Lii&elt tor Parents otl:mirren 1n 
-~fti1iij'110iloois. - - - -
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Your Child md Your Sebool, A IIN.dbook hr Parents of Cllildron 
~!!!!_suo!§ soli0o1e':'" - -
PBNIISYLVUU. 
22. Ald.zagton 
23. Oak Ridge 
A ll'itth Grader. 
Core 1i Aotloza. 
mit Grader. 
tfi1Dg ani lforkiD( 1D tho SUtll Grado. L!Tiii With tile lmi""'ri&r" old. 
st&H~iitli'tlii; fOr. I!r,""JJo:-1., Ootober 6, 1963. 
__ __,, io. i, January 8, 1964,, 
----'' No. 6, Fobruaey, 1964.. 
___ ,, No. 1, April, 1964.. 
Jlo. 8, Kay, 1954. 1~~~~~~~~-~111 ~ R14p, TODDoseee, Your Grado •. 
-
On te Julliis•· !Ao"'!"aior !1 obools--A llan4llook tor Parate and Students • 
...-Go to S o 1i tho IJai'orM4G'E8 DePa.rt.a't. -
~ ~ E SoliOoi!!: 'liho Pi'Wq De....-iit. 
WISCOBSII 
25. Groa Jay 
~~~~~~;!~~• Vol, I, Io. 1, April, 1964. 
Mfili'ee Ris azad iOi'e, • Suporilltad.at•e Report 1962-1954, area Bay 
Prou-Gasette, Bovnbor 115, 1964, pp.1-8. 
Your Clllld C ... s to Sebool-·A Parent•a llandlJoolt. 
- - -
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Docl.u, Harold w. "tour Youngster &lld tM Publio Sohools," "-rioea, 
CLVIII (Jamaar')", 1964). pp.l6, lot•lll. 
Crancl.all, Robert. "The71fon !'Uir Pipt fw Better Sohools, • 
.&.rioea, CLII (Jrt.J, 1H4), pp.l9•2l. 102-106. 
Collier's 
llioll»r, Paul :1. "How Good .lro Oar SU.ols?" Collier's. CXXXIII 
(Juno 11, 1964). PP• T8-ll. 
Goollaa,Jtollert c. "'lfoJL't Su.cl.- Childru. to Publio Sohools," 
Collier's. CXXIII (I-ller U, lll&a), pp.62-68e 
llhit..n, Howard. "Speak Oat Silat P'Mph." Collior•s,CXDIII 
(Febraar')" 6, 1164).pp.2S.28. 
llhit..n, H.-rt. "'ur Sohools--Atraid to Teseh?" Collier's CXXXIII 
(Jiuoola 19. lt64), pp.l~. 
'EI.i1aua, H.-rd. "Pror;resdn Bb .. 111a aioh W&;y 18 Forwari?" 
Collier'il• (;XXXIII (a7 14, liM), pp.ll-16. 
CoroMt 
Alla, H. Fredrieb. "Toaoller !'alb Jlaoll:l" Coronet, liD' (hbruar')", 
1964), pp.lt-22. 
Popkin, Zelda. "Dat•s Ript With 0111' Solloolsl" Coronet, XXXIT 
(Ooteber, 1951), pp.21-28. 
Lit. 
-
"Sooad•r')" 14uo&tiu.t Part I--Publio Hip Sollool." Lit., XXXV 
(DooeU.r 14, 1961), PP• 111-142. -
"SeooDdar')" 14-tiont Part II-Parooldal Hip Sollool, • Lit., XXXVI 
(Januar')" 18, 1964), pp.61-?0. -
"'n Sobools••:IOOnCIIIIY Too. • Lit.. XXXVI (hbru&r')" 1, 1964), pp.T4-80. 
-
Hipt, G118ert. "Kil .. te.o for Col•bia, A Great Collep," Lit.. 
xxrn: (hbruar')" 16, 1964). pp.l2l•llll. -
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"SeeoJidar)' ld.u.oat1e, Part nir Jle7s 1 Prep Solulol,• Lift, XD.VI (Jiu'u 1, us•>. pp.ea-loo. -
•A !ra'ftlillg 'feaehor ldueat .. the Childrn ot Ontario Wilds," Ute, 
XD.VI {lfareh a, ll&•), pp.st-e&. 
B.orsoy, Jolm,. "'h7 Do Studete hg DoWil Oil Fint u• Lift, XD.VI (a7 z•, lii&•J, pp.1ss-1so. 
JloCall•s 
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"JJoCall's 'feaehor ot the Year,• IIICall•s, I.Xnl, (Juno, liiS•), pp.lll, 80,815. 
Rod book 
Fillo, Bft.jUiill. "A :In ll'ay to Get Bettor 'feaohors, • Rodbeok, CII, 
(r.bnaey, lts•), pp.n, 96-99. 
Saturday l'nJlillg Poll't 
J-HD, Robert u. "So You lraDt 'to 'fo 'to College, • S&turdaz Bftlli!ag 
!!!!_,CCXXVI (Ootollor, 1'71 11161), pp.ll, 181·1112. 
W1'tto1s, Darld G. "'rho Sehoolu Are Wo Fa111Bg Our Ch114ro:at• saturday 
Bftlli:ag !!!!> CCJXVI (Jaroh 61 liM), pp.26-2T, 111·11•. 
Wi'ttole, DaTid G. "'rhe Solulolu Are w. Fa111Bg Our Chilllrent• Saturdar 
Bftllmg Post, ccrm (areh u, liM), pp.u, 161-166. 
Wolt, Bill. •oroughtat College ill the Lt.:ad, • Saturday Bftllillg Post, 
ccrm (April 10, us•), pp.as-aT, 9T-loo. 
Wordoa, Will1aa t. "'othillg' s 'roo Good ter 'fhoir Sohools, • Saturday 
l'nJlillr; Post, CCXXVI (Sop'toabor li, 19Sll), pp.I .. 3S 1 '70•T2o 
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FIFft TDJIS .II)ST ~TIZ US1D BJWrGBD DJ RAlfK ORDER 
1. CurriouliDI 26. 1Ztra-ourriou1ar aotiTitiea 
2. Sooia1 atu41ea 2'7. Disoip11:ne 
a. Coun .. 1or, oounsoli:nc 28. Orientation 
4. Progresai?O eduoation 29. Psyobo1ogioa1 test 
s. AohineMD.t test 30. Manuscript writing 
s. Core ourrioul'aa n. Aptitude 
T. I. Q. 12. lb'ltehop 
8. Guidanoo 13. Vooationa1 ed11oation 
9. Readiness 14. Intraaural 
10. Median 8&. Suppl.oaontaey boolts 
11. Unit as. Baaio lk111s 
12. Industrial arts 8'7. Sooial soieoes 
18. lha111ati011 88. Dinrsitied oooupations 
14. Inte1ligeoe teat 89. Project Mthod 
1&. IAII.pap arts 40. Li\loral arts 
16. Student 0011n01l 41. Basal and basio books 
1'7. Throe R 1 s 42. Sight TOoabulary, reading 
18. Allclio-Tisua1, Tisual 48. Oa.prehesin soboo1 
19. General ecluoation 
"· 
Curlin 11riting 
20. •• I'll 46. Integration 
21. Phonies 48. Percentile 
22. Standardised test 4'7. In-aorTioe education 
2$. R-dial 48. Mean 
24. Funcl-tal subjeots 49. Objeotin test 
2&. Bnriolment 10. Poraonalit)< test 
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EDUCATIONAL TERMS INVENTORY 
for 
The purpose of this inventory is to learn whether the terms commonly used in 
education are understood by laymen and teachers. In addition, we would like to know 
something about the people who respond to the inventory. However, we do not want 
to know who answers these questions, so PLEASE DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ANYWHERE. 
Before answering the questions on the inventory, please complete the section below, 
Directions: The first two questions require that you write out your answer 
on the lines provided. All other questions require that you check (v) in the 
parentheses opposite the answer that represents your opinion or that best describes 
you. 
1. My occupation is 
2. I am a member of the following 
service or civic organizations 
(e.g,, Rotary, PTA) or of committees 
concerned with youth or children 
(e.g., Recreation): 
3. This community has been my home: 
( ) less than 5 years 
( ) 5•9 years 
( ) 10-20 years 
( ) over 20 years 
4. My age is: 
( ) under 31 
( ) 31-40 
( ) 41•50 
( ) 51-60 
( ) over 60 
5. The 
( 
( 
( 
( 
family income last year was 
) less than 4,000 
) 4,000 to 5,999 
) 6,000 to 7,999 
) 8,000 or more 
6. My children (if any) arc in: 
( ) kdg. 1-2-3 
( ) grades 4-5-6 
( ) grades 7-8-9 
( ) high school 
( ) college 
7, I completed: 
( ) less than grade school 
( ) grade school 
( ) less than high school 
( ) high school 
( ) less than college 
( ) college 
( ) college plus 
8. My children (if any) seem: 
~ ) to like school 
. ) to dislike school 
9. My children's grades or marks are: 
( l above average ( average 
( ) below average 
10, Most children whom I know seem to make: 
( ) good progress in school 
( ) fair progress in school 
( ) poor progress in school 
11. Today's schools are doing: 
( ) a good job 
12. 
( ) a fair job 
( ) a poor job 
( ) no opinion 
Discipline in today 1 s schools is: 
( ) good 
( ) fair 
( ) poor 
( ) no opinion 
13. Schools cost: 
( ) teo much 
( ) about right 
( ) not enough 
( ) no opinion 
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EDUCATIONAL TERMS INVENTORY 
for 
TEACHERS 
The purpose of this inventory is to learn whether the terms commonly used in 
education are underst~od by teachers and laymen. In acdition, we would like te know 
something about the tea•:hers w'1o respcnd to the invento:cy, However, we do not want 
to know who answers these questions, so PLEASE DO NOT WRITE YOUij NAME ANYWHERE, 
Before answe:r.ing t.he quer.tions on the INVENIORY, please complete the section 
below by checking the sp&ce opposite the response that best describes you. 
1, Sex 
( 
( 
2, Age 
) Female 
) Male 
) Under 
l 31··40 41-50 ) 51-60 
31 
) Over 60 
3. Years of Teaching 
~ ) Less than 6 ) 6-10 ) 11·-20 ( ) Over 2& 
4. Teaching Level 
~ ) High Scho0l ) Junior High School ) Elementary Scho~l 
5. Type of Undergraduate College 
( ) Liberal Arts 
( ) N<,rma 1 School or 
Teachers College 
6. Years of College Training 
~ ) Less than 4 ) 4 ) Over 4 
7. Highest Degree Vou Hold 
( ) None 
( ) Bachelor ts 
( ) Master's 
( ) Doctor's 
8, Summer School Attendance 
( ) Have never attended 
~ ) Attended within last 5 years ) Attended within last 10 years ) Attended over 10 years ago 
9. Extension Courses 
( ) Have never taken 
( ) Taken within last 5 years 
( ) Taken within last 10 years 
( ) Taken ~ver 10 years ago 
10, Service on Curriculum Committees 
( ) Have never served 
( ) Served within last 5 years 
( ) Served within last 10 years 
( ) Served over 10 years ago 
11. Member of Professional Organizations ( l Nene ( Local Association 
( ) State Association 
( ) National Education Associatien 
( ) Other (List) 
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EDUCATIONAL TERMS INVENTORY 
Directions: Check (v) the space preceding the response that represents, suggests, or 
approximates an accurate meaning of the CAPITALIZED WORD or WORDS as in 
Example "A". If there is no response that represents, suggests, or 
approximates an accurate meaning, check the last space opposite the 
words "none of the ab.we", If you do not know the meaning of the capi• 
tali zed word or words, draw an "X" through the i tern as in Example "B". 
You are not expected to know all the words on this inventory. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Example A 
NON-VERBAL means: 
( ) without verbs 
( ) not written 
( v ) without words 
( ) not read 
( ) unable to speak 
( ) none of the above 
PHONICS is the study of: 
( ) speech sounds 
( ) pronunciation symbols 
( ) letter sounds 
( ) parts ef speech 
( ) euphemisms 
( ) none of the above 
LANGUAGE ARTS means: 
( ) study of literature 
( ) instruction in grammar 
( ) communicati;n skills ( ) reading and penmanship 
( ) French and German 
( ) none of the above 
SOCIAL STUDIES means: ( ) study of the United States-
( ) 
past and present 
a combination of history and 
geography 
( ) teaching the ways of democracy 
( ) the field of instruction 
( ) 
dealing with men and society 
instructi•n in social amenities 
( ) none of the above 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Example g 
HOMOGSNEOUS means: 
! ) k~ wn to eac other ) ected l terogeneity ( ) 
( ) above 
SIGHT VOCABULARY means words that: 
( ) refer to color (such as red) 
( ) occur on spelling lists 
( ) are seen in one eye spa~ 
( ) are known by their centext 
( ) are recognized at once 
( ) none of the above 
READINESS. i~ 
( ) time for free play 
~ ) a waiting period ) willingness to learn ) a given age ( ) mastery of certain skills 
( ) none of the above 
A CORE CURRICULUM provides 
( ) opportunities for hobbies 
( ) experiences designed to 
meet c:rrmon needs 
( ) a means of introducing 
new subjects 
( ) advanced work for college 
students 
( ) concentrated work for the gifted 
( ) none of the above 
- 2 -
7. MANUSCRIPT WRITING is: 
( ) writing done by machine 
) original writing 
longhand writing 
a type of lettering 
a comp!"sition 
none of the above 
8. SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS are: 
< I ! l ( ) 
free or inexpensive 
graded for systematic study 
spare or extra C~"pies 
rec~mmended by experts 
contributory reading materials 
none of the above 
9, INDUSTRIAL ARTS means: 
10. 
( ) study of manufacture and 
distribution of gucds 
( 
( 
( 
The 
( 
( 
( 
( 
~ 
) manual training 
) exploration of skilled and 
semi-skilled occupations 
) study of ccnsumer purchasing 
and salesmanship 
) training for commereial art 
) none of the above 
PROJECT METOOD: 
) uses the ccntract plan ~f 
instruction 
) centers around problems to be 
solved 
) stresses blocks of subject-
matter 
) emphasizes the recitation method 
) uses the monitor system 
) none ~f the above 
11. DIVERSIFIED OCCUPATIONS is a: 
( ) cooperative school and industry 
pre-trade training program 
( ) survey ~f community occupational 
needs 
( ) follow-up Gf occupational status 
of graduates 
( ) scientific approach to salesman-
ship 
( ) study of occupational requirements 
( } none of the above 
12. 
13. 
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The THREE R1S are: 
( ) ( ) 
~ l ( ) ( ) 
reason, recall, recite 
reading, religion, respect 
readiness, reading, remedial 
reading, writing, arithmetic 
right, wr~ng, responsibility 
none of the above 
EXTRA-GIJRRICULAR ACTIVITIES are: 
( ) non-credit school programs 
( ) elective courses 
( ) individual assignments 
( ) courses beyond requirements 
( ) part-time jobs 
( ) none of the above 
14. The FUNTIAMENTAL SUBJECTS are those: 
) which provide for skills in 
English 
15. 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
The 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
) which are good for the mind 
) that are essential for success 
in further study 
) that prepare for life work 
) that have always been taught 
) none of the above 
SOCIAL SCIENCES are: 
) scholarly studies ~f human 
relationships 
) social studies 
) plans for the impravement of 
social instituti~ns 
) studies of democratic group 
processes 
) problems of democracy 
) none of the above 
16. A STUDENT COUNCIL is a group of: 
( } students elected for town 
government week 
( men who act as advisors to 
school clubs 
( parents who act as chaperons 
( persons on call for career 
programs 
( ) students who serve in an 
advisory capacity 
( ) none of the above 
- 3 -
17, A COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL is: 
( ) a consmlidated school 
( ) a public kindergarten through 
juni~r college prugram 
( a sch¢ol which ~ffers many 
electives 
( a school which uses prAblems 
approach 
( ) a school which offers many 
different fields ~f study 
( none of the above 
18, AUDID-VISUAL LEARNING means learning: 
( ) frcm repeated drill 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
( } through mnemonic devices 
( ) by listening and seeing 
( ) from frequent repetition 
( ) through understanding 
( ) none of the above 
GENERAL EDL~ATION is education which: 
1 ) deals with commenplace matters ) stresses preparation for ex-
periences vital t~ all 
1 
) enceurages special talents 
) favors exceptional children 
( ) emphasizes professional 
( ) 
preparation 
n~ne of the above 
CURSIVE WRITING is: 
( ) poor usage 
( ) a rambling discourse 
~ ) a type of short~3nd ) ordinary joined handwriting 
1 
) a kind cf printing 
) none of the above 
CURRICULUM is: 
~ ) a daily time schedule ) all school sponsored experiences ( ) a track event 
( ) a teacher's manual or guide 
( ) a special project 
( ) none of the above 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION is: 
( ) a study of heme management 
( ) a survey of production and 
marketing 
( ) study of profitable use of 
leisure time 
( ~ a review of job specifications ( preparation f~r an occupation ( ) aone tf the above 
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23. BASIC SKILLS are: 
( ) those essential for success 
in group work 
( ) phonetic training and word 
recognition techniques 
( ) those necessary for mastery 
of a given subject 
( ) speaking and writing 
( ) those needed to supervise 
the work of others 
( none of the above 
24. GUIDA~~E means: 
( ) maintaining order 
( ) upholding school standards 
( ) building school morale 
( ) aiding growth and development 
( ) keeping parents informed 
( ) none of the above 
25. A COUNSELOR: 
( ) helps pupils make decisions 
( ) serves as legal adviser to the 
school department 
( ) serves on administrative 
committees 
( ) represents schcol at public 
functiDns 
( ) works with school clubs 
( ) none of the above 
26. LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION is: 
( ) broad general education 
( ) specialized education 
( ) study of the humanities 
( ) study of art and music 
( ) study of literat.ure 
( ) none of the above 
27. To INTEGRATE means t~: 
I ) add new subjects ) make transfer of learning 
~ ) separate into components 
l ) combine parts into a whole ( ) make fine gradations 
( ) none of the above 
28. PROGRESSIVE EDUCATION: 
( ) gives little attention to 
discipline 
( ) follows no plan 
( ) allQwS pupils to study what 
( ) 
they wish 
promotes pupils each year 
regardless of progress 
( ) does not teach traditi•nal 
subjects 
( ) none of the abeve 
- 4 -
29. ORIENTATION means: 
( ) acquainting pupils with the 
schod 
( ) continuity from grade to grade 
( ) system of warning failing 
students ( ) cerrelation ~f subjects 
( ) showing relationship of work 
( ) none of the above 
30. IN-SERVICE EDUCATION is education for: 
( ) armed service personnel 
~ ) resource persons ) non-English speaking people 
~ ) part-time students ) employed teachers ( ) none of the above 
31. ENRICHMENT means : 
32. 
( 
( 
( 
~ 
( 
) purchase of expensive aids 
) higher salaries for teachers 
) provision for varied experiences 
) fusion of subject matter 
) employment of better qualified 
teachers 
) none of the abcve 
An INTRA-MURAL PRcx:;RAM is: 
~ } an art program a series of movable walls competitive activity within a 
school 
( 
( 
( 
) a series of athletic games 
among schools 
) instruction in ethics of good 
sportsmanship 
) none of the above 
33. TEACHER WORKSHOPS are: 
( ) rooms reserved for teacher 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
activities 
) cooperative studies on problems 
of special interest 
) conference rooms for teachers 
) rooms reserved for noisy 
work 
)
) student teaching centers 
none of the above 
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34. DISCIPLINE means: 
( ) respect for adults and 
institutions 
( ) classroom order and self• 
direction 
( ) set of rules and punishments 
( ) effect of work and adversity 
( ) a religious follower 
( ) none of the above 
35. BASAL BOOKS are books for: 
( ) free reading 
( ) additional work 
( l poor readers ( systematic teaching ( ) reference 
( ) none of the above 
36. REMEDIAL means: 
37. 
38. 
( ) solving school problems 
( ) correcting deficiencies 
( ) restoring to original state 
( ) teaching mentally deficient 
( ) preventing development of 
faulty habits 
( ) none of the above 
A UNIT (of work) is: 
( ) an organization of activities 
centering around a prcblem 
( ) a teacher-pupil planning 
period 
( 
( 
( 
( 
a series of studies of other 
lands 
) projects planned by children 
) self-directive scat work 
) none of the above 
A STANDARDIZED TEST is one which: 
( ) is printed and sold 
( ) presents problems considered 
standard work for the group 
taking the tc>st 
( uses it0ms which have been 
revised and reused 
( ) us~s selected and evaluated 
0xercises and is accompanied 
by normative information 
presents tasks known to have 
been taught to the pers3ns 
being tested 
( ) none of the above 
- 5 -
39. An OBJECTIVE TEST: 
( 
( 
( 
( 
~ 
) 
) 
) 
) 
~ 
requires handling of articles 
must be given to many persons 
is part of a series 
contains object lessons 
r8duces correcting bias 
none of the above 
40, A PERSONALITY TEST measures: 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
~ ) popularity ) future success ) dexterity 
( )) adjustment 
( creativeness 
( ) none of the above 
A NORM is: 
( ) a passing mark 
( ) a grade standard 
( ) the highest achievement 
1 ) the average of a specified group ) a minimum goal ( ) none of the above 
An APTITUDE is: 
( ) an ability in a given area 
( ) a like or a dislike 
1 
) a state of acceptance 
) an attitude towards problems 
( ) a set of work habits 
( ) none of the above 
An ACHIEVEMENT TEST measures: 
( ) specific intelligence 
( ) potential in a given field 
( ) mastery of what has been taught 
( ) knowledge of the achievuments 
of great men 
( ) capacity fer adjusting tc 
n.cw situations 
( ) none of the above 
An INTELLIGENCE TEST measures: 
( ) lessons which have been taught 
( ) aptitude for occupations 
( ) fitness for intelligence work 
( ) general learning ability 
( ) knowledge cf perple 
( ) none cf the abcve 
45. 
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I.Q. is the ratio betw2en: 
( ) ) mental age and chronological age 
( ) chronological age and mentalage 
( ) educational age and mental age 
( ) mental age and educational age 
( ) educational age and chronolog-
ical ag2 
( ) none of the above 
46, A PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST is a test of: 
( ) knowledg~ of psychology 
( ) educational achievement 
( ) muscular coordination 
( ) mGntal ability 
( ) psychic powers 
( ) n~ne of the ab?ve 
47. The MEDIAN is: 
( ) the half-way point 
( ) the most frequent score 
( ) half of the scores 
( ) the total of the scores 
( ) the average d the scores 
( ) none of the above 
48. A MEAN is: ( ) an average 
( ) a sum 
( ) a prcduct 
( ) a total 
( ) a portion 
( ) none Jf th8 ~b0V0 
49. A PERCEN7ILE is a: 
( ) set measure 
( ) point Jn a scale 
( \ pcrct--~nt I ( ) fraction 
( ) prcportion 
( ) none cf the above 
50. To EV/,LUATE m.!ans to: 
( ) ccmpare with ethers 
( ) summarize wcrk 
1 
) test fraquently 
) explain tha value 
( ) apr:raise with care 
( ) none cf the above 
APPEHDIX B 
EXAMPIJS OF COJIPll'fATIOIIB 
Calculation of Test Reliability 
C0111putation of the Sir;nifioance of tb!l Difference 
Between Two Peroctaps 
C0111putation of A:nalJSia of Variance 
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CAlCUlATION OF Tl"...ST REUABILITY 
The follOI'Iing steps were included in the computation of test reliability. 
The form..tla r 
where 
r = ooeffioient of correlation 
x • scores on odd-numbered items 
y c scores on even-numbered items 
Computation on Friden oaloulator to obtain the followings 
X x2 2 
IJ>.yum 's scores 2,517 3,276 27,115 43,648 33,156 
Student teachers• scores 3,407 3,988 52,331 71,100 60,079 
Teaohers' scores 1,966 2,269 32,754 43,255 37,019 
Total scores 7,890 9,533 112,200 158,003 130,254 
Substitution of k:rwwn values in the formula mown in Step 1 forr 
A. IJ>.ymen' s scores 
r : 290 X 33,156 - 21157 X 31 276 
~§6 X 21,116 - (2,517)2 2§6 X 43,648- (3,2762) 
r • .eo 
• 
B. Student teachers • aoorea 
r : .5l5 
c. !eaohers• aoores 
r : .sz 
D. Total soores 
r : .sa 
Step~· 
Spear.n-Brown tormala tor esti-.ting reliability troa two 
oomparable ~ab:u of a teat. 
r 11 : zr?t l/11 l• rt 1/U 
in whioh 
r 11 a the reliability ooetfieient et the whole test 
ri 1/11 • the reliability oeettioient of one-halt of the 
test, found in Step Z 
S\lbstitution ot mown w.l\les bl. tormla sho1111 in Step 4 tor 
A. Layinen 
r11 = 2 x .so : .89 
1 "1 .so 
B. Student teaohers 
c. !eaohere 
r 11 : .11 
D. !otal .91 
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COMPUTATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BE'l'WEEii TWO PERCENTAGES 
The procedures shown below were followed in the computation of the 
signitioanoe of the difference between two independent peroentages1 
The fo!'llllla 1 tor the standard error of a percentage difference is1 
s~ • v P4 c! + ! > 
Nl N2 
in which P = mean of the percentages in the two groups responding in the 
same -=•r • 
Q (l•P) 
N 1 nuaber of oases in group 1 
N2 nwaber of oases in group 2 
Substitute kno1111 ftlues. For naq>le, using the inforiiiLtion about 
the responses of tile teachers and student teaohars on aohi.-nt test, we 
p = 124 z .75. 230 z .68 = 250 • 10.6% 
124. 210 Di 
Q = 29.4 
SBJ)l( 
V 10.6 z 29.4 [xi. 2&,] 
t. .01 
-- .14 lb.f3 
1 Garrett, ~· !!!•• p.l04. 
• 50.73 
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Refer to a table of t. For 352 degrees of freedom a t of 1.96 
would be needed to be significant at the .05 level. Our to of .14 fails to 
reach 1.96 and the obtained difference is not significant. 
COMPUTATION OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
For the following aDIIIple ot the oaaputaticm ot analysis of 
ftrianoa. 1aymsn'e' scores by aduoationel le-nl were usedr 
1 
The forDillas r 
Substitution ot known 'Values from distribution Table V 
s.s. • 136.1~1 - (5623) 2 • 2&.200.20 
X !!85 
Sat up tabla as followsr 
Souroe ot 
ftriation 
Groups 
within 
Total 
Dagraas ot Sum of Mean 
traedom squares square 
3 7 .~72 .65 2.~90.88 
281 
28~ 
17.727.55 
25,200.20 
F 3.281 • 2.490,88 • 39,48 
63.69 
63.09 
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Step !• 
Refer to a table of F, for e:mmple, Wert et al, p. 419. For 281 
and 3 degrees of freedom, F needs to reach between 2. and 2, 65 to be 
significant at the 5 per cent level. Sinoe our F of 39,48 far exceeds 
the 2.65 needed, 11e conclude that significant differences exist between 
the scores of laymen classified by educational levels. 
